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ABSTRACT
This thesis contains a number of new results on the topological and
geometric properties of certain invariant sets in the dynamics of entire
functions, inspired by recent work of Rippon and Stallard.
First, we explore the intricate structure of the spider's web fast
escaping sets associated with certain transcendental entire functions.
Our results are expressed in terms of the components of the comple-
ment of the set (the 'holes' in the web). We describe the topology of
such components and give a characterisation of their possible orbits
under iteration. We show that there are uncountably many compo-
nents having each of a number of orbit types, and we prove that
components with bounded orbits are quasiconformally homeomor-
phic to components of the filled Julia set of a polynomial. We prove
that there are Singleton periodic components and that these are dense
in the Julia set.
Next, we investigate the connectedness properties of the set of
points K(f) where theiterates of an entire function f are bounded. We
describe a class of transcendental entire functions for which K(f) is to-
tally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f) containing a
critical point is aperiodic. Moreover we show that, for such functions,
if K(f) is disconnected then it has uncountably many components. We
give examples of functions for which K(f) is totally disconnected, and
we use quasiconformal surgery to construct a function for which K(f)
has a component with empty interior that is not a singleton.
Finally we show that, if the Julia set of a transcendental entire func-
tion is locally connected, then it must take the form of a spider's web.
In the opposite direction, we prove that a spider's web Julia set is
always locally connected at a dense subset of buried points. We also
show that the set of buried points (the residual Julia set) can be a
spider's web.
ix
PUBLICATIONS
Much of the content of this thesis has previously been published in
the form of papers, as follows:
(1) The results on the structure of spider's web fast escaping sets
(Theorems 1.2 to 1.7 and the contents of Chapter 3) have appeared
in the Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society [62].
(2) The material on connectedness properties of the set of points
where the iterates of an entire function are bounded (Theorems
1.8 to 1.14 and the contents of Chapter 4) is to appear in the Math-
ematical Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society [64].
(3) The results on spiders' webs and locally connected Julia sets of
transcendental entire functions (Theorems 1.15 to 1.18 and the
contents of Chapter 5) have been published in Ergodic Theory and
Dynamical Systems [63]'
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INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
The material in this thesis falls within the area of mathematics now
known as one-dimensional complex dynamics, with a particular em-
phasis on the iteration of transcendental entire functions.
The origins of complex dynamics lie in the studies of Schroder,
Koenigs, Leau.Bottcher and others on solutions of certain functional
equations, but the subject came of age with the research of Fatou and
Julia in the early decades of the twentieth century. Making use of
Montel's seminal work on normal families of analytic functions (see
[57], or [80] for a modern treatment), Fatou and Julia developed an
elegant theory which forms the foundation of the subject to this day.
Their investigations dealt mainly with the iteration of rational func-
tions, though Fatou also studied transcendental entire functions [37].
An account of the early history of complex dynamics, and references
to the original papers, may be found in [3].
In. recognition of the pioneers in the field, the main objects of study
in complex dynamics are now known as the Fatou set and the Ju-
lia set. Denoting the nth iterate of a non-linear entire function f by
fn, n = 0, 1,2 ... , the Faiou set F(f) is defined to be the set of points
Z E C such that the family of functions {fn : n E N} is normal in
some neighbourhood of z, The Julia set Hf) is the complement of F(f).
Loosely speaking, the dynamical behaviour of f is stable on the Fatou
set and chaotic on the Julia set.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the properties of these
sets and the main ideas of one dimensional complex dynamics. For
convenience, however, we briefly define the main terms as they arise
in this introduction, and also summarise our notation and give some
relevant background in Section 2.1. For further details we refer to
[14, 24, 56] for rational functions and to [IS, 59] for transcendental
entire functions.
1
A brief history of
complex dynamics
1
The escaping set and
Rippon and
Stallard's work on
the fast escaping set
2 INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
After its initial flowering, the field of complex dynamics remained
largely dormant for five decades. There were exceptions, however,
and amongst these we highlight the research of Noel Baker,who pub-
lished extensively on the subject from the mid-1950Sonwards, includ-
ing many new results on the iteration of transcendental entire func-
tions (see [70]for an appreciation of his life and work). Weshall have
many occasions to refer to Baker's results in this thesis.
Then, during the 1980s,complex dynamics again became a vibrant
area of mathematical research, and this continues to be the case to-
day. This resurgence of interest can be traced to two main factors.
The first was the introduction of new techniques from other areas of
mathematics that led to the solution of long-standing problems, as
in Sullivan's use of quasiconformal mappings to prove that rational
functions have no wandering domains, that is, no components of the
Fatou set that are not eventually periodic [85].The second was the
advent of computer technology of sufficient power to enable some of
the beauty of complex dynamics to be visualised for the first time.
This is exemplified by the research of Douady and Hubbard on the
iteration of quadratic polynomials [31], given visual expression by
Mandelbrot's pictures of the set that now bears his name.
In addition to the Fatou and Julia sets, another set of considerable
importance in understanding the dynamics of a function f is thees-
caping set,
I(f) = {z E C : fn(z) -+ 00 as n -+ oo],
The escaping set of a general transcendental entire function was first
studied by Eremenko [33],who proved that I( f) n J(f) f: 0, that J(f) =
oI(f) and that every component of I(f) is unbounded. Eremenko also
conjectured that every component of I(f) is unbounded, and this
conjecture (which remains open) has stimulated much subsequent
research. Because of its importance in this thesis, we give further
background on the escaping set of a transcendental entire function
in Section 2.2.
The work presented in this thesis takes its inspiration from recent
research on the escaping set by Rippon and Stallard [71, 73]. For a
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transcendental entire function f, they studied the fast escaping set A(f),
a subset of I(f) introduced by Bergweiler and Hinkkanen in [19] and
defined in [73] as follows:
A(f) = [z E C : :3 t E IN such that IfnH(z)1 ~ Mn(R, f), for n E IN}.
Here,
M(r, f) = max If(z)l, for r > 0,
Izl=T
Mn(r, f) is obtained by iterating the function r t-+ M(r, f) n times and
R > 0 is chosen so that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R (for brevity in what
follows, we do not repeat this restriction on R except in formal state-
ments of results, but it should always be assumed to apply). Roughly
speaking, the fast escaping set contains those points whose iterates
eventually escape to infinity about as fast as is possible, in the sense
that they keep ahead of the iterates of the maximum modulus func-
tion. The set A(f) has stronger properties than I(f), and it now plays
an important role in the study of the dynamics of transcendental func-
tions.
In [71, Theorem 1] Rippon and Stallard proved that, for a general
transcendental entire function, every component of the fast escaping
set A(f) is unbounded, which is a partial result in the direction of
Eremenko's conjecture. They also showed [71, Theorem 2] that, for
a transcendental entire function f for which F( f) has a multiply con-
nected component, both A(f) and I(f) are connected and contain the
closures of all such Fatou components. In view of Baker's result on
the properties of multiply connected Fatou components for transcen-
dental entire functions (Lemma 2·7 in Section 2.2), this showed that
the escaping set takes a novel form, in striking contrast to the Cantor
bouquet structure observed in the escaping sets of many functions in
the Eremenko-Lyubich class 13(see Section 2.2 for further discussion
on this point).
These ideas were. considerably amplified in [73], a comprehensive
study of the set A(f) for a transcendental entire function f which in-
cluded many new results on its properties (we summarise the main
results used in this thesis in Sections 2.2 and 3.1). In this paper, Rip-
Definition of a
spider's web
The main idea
pursued in
this thesi«
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pon and Stallard first used the term spider's web for the new form of
the escaping set.
DEFINITION 1.1. A set EeC is an tinfinitetspider'e web if E is con-
nected and there exists a sequence (Gn) of bounded, simply con-
nected domains such that
• Gn+1 :) Gn, for n E N,
• aGn c E, for n E N and
• UnElN Gn = C.
The elements of the sequence (aGn)nElN are sometimes referred to as
loops in the spider's web.
In [73], Rippon and Stallard also defined the set
and showed that if AR(f)c has a bounded component, then each of
AR (f), A( f) and I(f) is a spider's web [73, Theorem 1.4]. It transpires
that AR(f) is a spider's web for a wide range of transcendental entire
functions [73, Theorem 1.9], [55], [83].Moreover, if AR (f) is a spider's
web and f has no multiply connected Fatou components, then J (f) is
also a spider's web [73, Theorem 1.5] (if f has a multiply connected
Fatou component then AR(f) is a spider's web by [73, Theorem 1.9(a)]
but J(f) is disconnected).
The idea that, for certain transcendental entire functions, the sets
AR (f), A( f), I(f) and J(f) can take the form of a spider's web is central
to the research presented in this thesis. We pursue this idea in three
directions:
• We explore the topological and geometric properties of the set
A(f) when AR(f) is a spider's web. Our results are expressed
in terms of the components of A(f)C, the 'holes' in the A(f) spi-
der's web, and show that A(f) then has an extremely intricate
dynamical structure.
• We present some results on the connectedness properties of the
set of points K(f) where the iterates of an entire function are
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bounded. Some of these results are generalisations to a wider
class of functions of results already proved for components of
A(f)C when AR(f) is a spider's web .
• We investigate an unexpected link between the spider's web
form of the Julia set of a transcendental entire function, and the
property of local connectedness.
In the paragraphs that follow, we state our main results and set
them in the context of earlier work. Proofs and examples are given in
subsequent chapters.
When AR(fJ is a spider's web, many strong dynamical properties
hold. For example, in [73, Theorem 1.6], it is shown that, in this case,
• every component of A(f)C is compact, and
• every point of J( f) is the limit of a sequence of points, each of
which lies in a distinct component of A(f)c.
We give several further results on the components of A(f)C when
AR(f) is a spider's web. We explore the topological and dynamical
properties of components of A(f)C and show that, by adapting known
results about the components of J(f) when f has a multiply connected
Fatou component, we are able to obtain new results about the com-
ponents of A( f)C for the wider class of functions where AR (f) is a
spider's web.
Our first theorem is of a topological nature. Here and elsewhere in
the thesis we say that a set SCe surrounds a set or a point if that
set or point lies in a bounded complementary component of S. Recall
that a buried point of J (f) is a point of J (f) that does not lie on the
boundary of any Fatou component, and ..a buried component of J( f) is
a component of J (f) consisting entirely of such buried points. The set
of all buried points in J (f) is called the residual lulia set and is denoted
by Jr( f) (see [9, 29] for the properties of this set).
THEOREM 1.2. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, let R > 0 be such
that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R and let AR(f) be a spider's web. Let K be a
component of A(f)c. Then:
Results on
components of
A(f)C when AR(f)
is a spider's web
Topological
properties of
components
of A(f)C
A(f)C has
uncountably many
components
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(a) aK c Hf) and int(K) C F(f). In particular, U C K for every Fatou
component U for which K n U =1= 0.
(b) Every neighbourhood of K contains a closed subset of A(f) n Hf) sur-
rounding K. If K has empty interior, then K consists of buried points
ofHf).
(c) If f has a multiply connected Fatou component, then every neighbour-
hood of K contains a multiply connected Fatou component surround-
ing K. If, in addition, K has empty interior, then K is a buried component
ofHf).
Note that, if AR (f) is a spider's web, then f maps any component
K of A(f)C onto another such component (see Theorem 3.6 in Section
3.2). We call the sequence of iterates of K its orbit, and any infinite
subsequence of its iterates a suborbit. H fP (K) = K for some p E IN,
then we say that K is a periodic component of A(f)c. If fm(K) =1= fn(K)
for all m > n ~ 0, then we say that K is a wandering component of
A(f)c.
Next, we give a characterisation of the orbits of the components of
A(f)C when AR(f) is a spider's web. To do this, we show how we can
use a natural partition of the plane to associate with each component
of A(f)c a unique 'itinerary' that captures information about its orbit.
This enables us to prove the following.
THEOREM 1.3. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, let. R > ° be such
that M(T, f) > Tfor T ~ R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web. Then A(f)C has
uncountably many components
(a) whose orbits are bounded,
(b) whose orbits are unbounded but contain a bounded suborbit, and
(c) whose orbits escape to infinity.
Since there are only countably many Fatou components, we have
the following corollary of Theorem 1.2(b) and Theorem 1.3.
COROLLARY 1.4. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, let R > ° be
such that M{r,f) > T forr ~ R, and let AR(f)bea spider's web. Then the
residual Julia set of f is not empty.
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For our next result, we restrict our attention to those components
of A(f)C whose orbits are bounded. The proof of Theorem 1.5 uses
a technique similar to that adopted by Kisaka in [46]; we describe
Kisaka's and other related results in Section 3.5.
THEOREM 1.5. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, let R > 0 be such
that M(r, f) > r for r ;;:: R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web. Let K be a
component of A( f) C whose orbit is bounded. Then there exists a non-linear
polynomial 9 such that each component of A (f) C in the orbit of K is quasi-
conformally homeomorphic to a component of the filled Julia set of g.
The existence of the quasiconformal mapping in Theorem 1.5 en-
ables us to use recent results from polynomial dynamics [65, 76, 77]
to say more about the nature of the components of A( f)c whose orbits
are bounded.
THEOREM 1.6. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, let R > 0 be such
that M(r, f) > r for r ;;::R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web.
(a) Let K be a component of A(f)C with bounded orbit. Then:
(i) The component K is a singleton if and only if the orbit of K in-
cludes no periodic component of A( f)C containing a critical point.
In particular, if K is a wandering component of A( f)C, then K is a
singleton.
(ii) The interior of K is either empty or consists of non-wandering
Fatou components. If these Fatou components are not Siegel discs,
then they are Jordan domains.
(b) All except at most countably many of the components of A(f)C with
bounded orbits are singletons.
Note that, by Theorem 1.6(a)(i), if all of the critical points of f have
unbounded orbits (for example, if they all lie in I(f», then every com-
ponent of A(f)C with bounded orbit is a singleton.
Evidently.pericdic components of A(f)C have bounded orbits, so
Theorems 1.5 and 1:6 apply to them in particular. Our final theorem
on components of A(f)C is a further result on periodic components.
Dominguez [28] has shown that, if f is a transcendental entire func-
tion with a multiply connected Fatou component, then J(f) has buried
Components of
A(fjC with
bounded orbits
Singleton periodic
components
of A(f)C
Results on the
connectedness
properties of the set
where the iterates of
an entire junction
are bounded
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singleton components, and such components are dense in Hf) (see
also [29]). Bergweiler [16] has given an alternative proof of this result,
using a method involving the construction of a-singleton component
of J (f) which is also a repelling periodic point of f.
By using a method similar to Bergweiler's, together with our earlier
results, we are able to prove the following.
THEOREM 1.7. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, let R > 0 be such
that M(r,f) > r for r ~ R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web. Then A(f)C
has singleton periodic components, and such components are dense in [If).
If f has a multiply connected Fatou component, then these singleton periodic
components of A (f) C are buried components of H f).
Note that, if f is a transcendental entire function with a multiply
connected Fatou component, then we have shown that singleton peri-
odic components of J (f) are dense in J (f), a slight strengthening of the
results of Dominguez [28] and Bergweiler [16].
The first part of Theorem 1.7 is also a strengthening of Rippon and
Stallard's result [73, Theorem 1.6] that, if AR (f) is a spider's web, then
every point in J(f) is the limit of a sequence of points, each of which
lies in a distinct component of A( f)c. Note that, by Theorem 1.2(b), if
AR (f) is a spider's web, then any singleton component of A( f)C must
be a buried point of J (f), but if f does not have a multiply connected
Fatou component, then such a component of A(f)C is not a buried
component of J(f), because Hf) is a spider's web by [73,Theorem 1.5]
and so is connected.
Our next group of results concerns the set K(f) of points whose
orbits are bounded under iteration,
K(f) = {z E C : (fn(Z))nEN is bounded}.
This set has been much studied where f is a non-linear polynomial
but has received less attention where f is transcendental entire. Note
that, if AR(f) is a spider's web, then K is a component of K(f) if and
only if K is a component of A(f)C with bounded orbit, so Theorems
1.5 and 1.6 are results about K(f) (see the remark in the introduction
to Chapter 4). However, in what follows, we consider a wider class
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of transcendental entire functions than those for which AR(f) is a
spider's web.
If f is a non-linear polynomial, then K(f) is a compact set called the
filled Julia set of f, and we have J( f) = aK( f) and K( f) = C \ I(f). If f is a
transcendental entire function, then it remains true that Hf) = aK(f)
(since K(f) is completely invariant and any Fatou component that
meets K(f) lies in K(f), but K(f) is not closed or bounded and is not
the complement of I(f). Indeed, there are always points in J (f) that
are in neither I(f) nor K(f) [9, Lemma 1], and there may also be points
in F(f) with the same property [34, Example 1].
Bergweiler [i8, Theorem 2] has recently shown that there exist
transcendental entire functions for which the Hausdorff dimension
of K(f) is arbitrarily close to 0, whilst Bishop [22] has constructed a
transcendental entire function for which, in addition, the Hausdorff
dimension of J (f) is equal to 1. These results are perhaps surprising
given that Baranski, Karpiriska and Zdunik [12] have shown that the
Hausdorff dimension of K(f) n Hf) is strictly greater than 1when f is
in the Eremenko-Lyubich class B.
In this light, it is natural to ask questions about the topological
nature of K(f) where f is transcendental entire, and-here we explore
some of its connectedness properties. In particular, we give some re-
sults on the number of components of K(f), and we exhibit a class of
transcendental entire functions for which K(f) is totally disconnected
if and only if each component of K(f) containing a critical point is
aperiodic, that is, not periodic.
It is well known that, if f is a non-linear polynomial and K(f) con-
tains all of the finite critical points of f, then both J(f) and K(f) are
connected, whilst if at least one finite critical point belongs to C \ K(f)
then each of J (f) and K(f) has uncountably many components; see, for
example, Milnor [56, Theorem 9·5].
For a general transcendental entire function, Baker and Dommguez
have shown that Hf) is either connected or has uncountably many
components [8, Theorem B], but no corresponding result is known
for K(f). However, a result of Rippon and Stallard [74, Theorem 5.2]
easily gives the following.
K( f) is either
connected or has
infinitely many
components
Definition of
strongly
polynomial-like
functions
Connectedness
properties of
K(f) n Hf) and K(f)
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THEOREM1.8. Let f be a transcendental entire function. Then K(f) is either
connected or has infinitely many components.
A simple example of a function for which K(f) is connected is the
exponential function
f(z) = 'Aez, where 0 < 'A< lie.
Recall that, for this function, F(f) consists of the immediate basin of
an attracting fixed point, so that F(f) c K(f). Since F(f) is connected
and F(f) =C, it follows that K(f) is also connected.
At the other extreme, in Section 4.4 we give several examples of
functions for which K(f) is totally disconnected, including the func-
tion
f(z) =z+l -i e",
first studied by Fatou (see Example 4.11).
Our next theorem gives a new result on components of K(f) n l(f)
for a general transcendental entire function, and a stronger result than
Theorem 1.8 on the components of K(f) for a particular class of func-
tions which we now define.
DEFINITION1.9. We say that a transcendental entire function f is
strongly polynomial-like if there exist sequences (Vn), (Wn) of bounded,
simply connected domains with smooth boundaries such that
v, C Vn+l and w, C Wn+l for nE N,
U Vn= U Wn=C,
nEN nEN
and each of the triples (f;Vn, Wn) is a polynomial-like mapping in
the sense of Douady and Hubbard [32].
We prove the following.
THEOREM1.10. Let f be a transcendental entire function.
(a) Either K( f) n J( f) is connected, or else every neighbourhood of a point
in Hf) meets uncountably many components ofK(f) n Hf).
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(b) If f is strongly polynomial-like then either K( f) is connected, or else
every neighbourhood of a point in J (f) meets uncountably many compo-
nents ofK(f).
It is also well known from polynomial dynamics that, if f is a non-
linear polynomial, then K( f} is totally disconnected if all of the critical
points of f lie outside K( f); see for example [24, p. 67]. More generally,
Kozlovski and van Strien [48] and Qiu and Yin [65] have recently
(and independently) proved results that imply the Branner-Hubbard
conjecture, which says that, for a non-linear polynomial f, K(f) is
totally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f) containing
a critical point is aperiodic. Indeed, in this case a component of K( f)
is a singleton.if and only if its orbit includes no periodic component
containing a critical point.
It is natural to ask whether some similar result might hold for cer-
tain transcendental entire functions. Using the Branner-Hubbard con-
jecture, we prove the following theorem which shows that this is the
case if f is strongly polynomial-like. Note that this result is a general-
isation of Theorem 1.6 to strongly polynomial-like functions.
THEOREM 1.11. Let. f be a strongly polynomial-like transcendental entire
function and let K be a component of K(f).
(a) The component K is a singleton if and only if the orbit of K includes no
periodic component of K( f) containing a critical point. In particular, if
K is a wandering component ofK(f), then K is a singleton.
(b) The interior of K is either empty or consists of bounded, non-wandering
Fatou components. If these Fatou components are not Siegel discs, then
they are Jordan domains.
COROLLARY 1.12. Let f be a strongly polynomial-like transcendental entire
function.
(a) All except at mostcountably many components ofK(f) are singletons.
(b) K (f) is totally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f) con-
taining a critical point is aperiodic.
Components ofK(f)
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The following alternative characterization of strongly polynomial-
like functions is useful for checking that functions have this property
and may be of independent interest.
THEOREM 1.13. A transcendental entire Junction f is strongly polynomial-
like if and only if there exists a sequence of bounded, simply connected do-
mains (On)nEN such that
• UnEN On = C, and
• f(oOn) surrounds On,for nE IN.
The next theorem shows that there are large classes of transcen-
dental entire functions which have the property of being strongly
polynomial-like. The terminology used in this theorem is explained
in Section 4.3.
THEOREM 1.14. A transcendental entire Junction f is strongly polynomial-
like if there exists an unbounded sequence (rn) of positive real numbers such
that
m(rn, f) :=min{lf(z)1 : [z]= rn} > rn, for nE IN.
In particular, this is the case if one of the following conditions holds:
(a) f has a multiply connected Fatou component;
(b) f has growth not exceeding order i,minimal type;
(c) f has finite order and Fabry gaps;
(d) f exhibits the pits effect (as defined by Littlewood and Offord).
Our final set of results concerns the Julia set J( f) of a transcendental
entire function f and the property of local connectedness.
The set J (f) often displays considerable geometric and topological
complexity, and it is of interest to ask when it is locally connected at
some or all of its points, and what other properties then follow. Ratio-
nal maps with locally connected Julia sets have been much studied,
and several classes of functions are known for which, if the Julia set
is connected, then it is also locally connected - see, for example, [56,
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Chapter 19] and [25, 53, 86]. Some analogous results have been ob-
tained for transcendental entire functions jzo, 58], but the situation is
less well understood. More details are given in Section 5.5.
In this thesis, we explore a surprising link between the local con-
nectedness of Hf) and the spider's web form of Hf) in the case that f
is a transcendental entire function. Our main result is the following.
THEOREM1.15. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that Hf) is
locally connected. Then J (f) is a spider's web.
In fact, we can show that Hf) is a spider's web under weaker hy-
potheses than the local connectedness of J (f). Details are given in
Section 5.2.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 1.15 is the following.
COROLLARY1.16. Let f be a transcendental entire function with an un-
bounded Fatou component. Then J (f) is not locally connected.
In [8, Theorem E], Baker and Dominguez showed that, if a tran-
scendental entire function f has an unbounded invariant Fatou com-
ponent U, then J( f) is not locally connected at any point, except per-
haps in the case when U is a Baker domain and flu is univalent. In
this exceptional case it is possible for the boundary of U to be a Jor-
dan arc [10], but Corollary 1.16 shows that, even then, Hf) cannot be
locally connected at all of its points.
In the opposite direction to Theorem 1.15, we prove the following
result.
THEOREM1.17. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that Hf) is
a spider's web. Then there exists a subset of H f) which is dense in H f) and
consists of points z with the property that every neighbourhood of z contains
a continuum in J (f) that surrounds z, Each such point z is a buried point
of J (f) at which J (f) is locally connected.
It follows from Theorem 1.17 that h(f) is never empty for a tran-
scendental entire function f for which Hf) is a spider's web.
Using Theorem 1.17 and a .topological result due to Whyburn (see
Lemma 5.2), we can build on Theorem 1.15 to obtain more detailed
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properties of locally connected Julia sets for transcendental entire
functions.
THEOREM 1.18. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that Hf) is
locally connected. Then
(a) Jr (f) =1= 0, and every neighbourhood of a point Z E JT (f) contains a
Jordan curve in H f) surrounding z;
(b) Hf) is a spider's web, and there exists a sequence (Gn)nEN of bounded,
simply connected domains having the properties in Definition 1.1 with
E = Hf), such that the loops (oGn)nEN are Jordan curves.
The organisation of the remaining chapters of this thesis is as fol-
lows.
Chapter 2 contains background material that we use in later chap-
ters. In Section 2.1, we establish our notation and summarise some
standard terminology and results from complex dynamics. Section 2.2
is devoted to a survey of relevant results on the escaping set of a tran-
scendental entire function. Then, in Sections 2.3 to 2.5, we give a brief
account of a number of techniques from complex analysis that we use
in the proofs of some of our results.
Chapter 3 gives the proofs of our results on the structure of spider's
web fast escaping sets. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 deal with some prelimi-
naries. In Section 3.3, we prove Theorem 1.2 on the topological prop-
erties of the components of A(f)C when AR(f) is a spider's web. In
Section 3.4, we give a characterisation of the orbits of the components
of A(f)C and prove Theorem 1.3, whilst in Section 3.5 we restrict our
attention to those components of A(f)C whose orbits are bounded,
proving Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. Our final section, Section 3.6, gives the
proof of Theorem 1.7 on singleton periodic components of A(f)C •
In Chapter 4 we give proofs and examples of our results on the
connectedness properties of the set K(f) where the iterates of an
entire function f are bounded. In Section 4.1, we prove Theorem
1.11 and Corollary 1.12 on the properties of components of K(f) for
strongly polynomial-like functions. Section 4<2 contains the proofs of
our results on the number of components of K(f) (Theorems 1.8 and
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1.10). In Section 4.3, we prove Theorems 1.13 and 1.14 on strongly
polynomial-like functions. InSection 4.4, we give several examples of
transcendental entire functions for which K(f) is totally disconnected.
Finally, in Section 4.5, we use quasiconformal surgery to construct a
transcendental entire function for which K(f) has a component with
empty interior which is not a singleton.
Chapter 5 includes proofs and examples of our results on spiders'
webs and locally connected Julia sets of transcendental entire func-
tions. Section 5.1 includes some preliminaries. InSection 5.2, we prove
Theorem 1.15 and related results, whilst in Section 5.3 we prove Theo-
rems 1.17 and 1.18. InSection 5.4, we give some results on the residual
Julia set h(f), including the fact that there are classes of functions for
which h(f) is itself a spider's web. Finally, in Section 5.5, we give a
number of examples to illustrate the results of previous sections. We
show that the Julia set of the function sinz is a spider's web, and give
some new examples of transcendental entire functions for which the
Julia set is locally connected.
Our final chapter, Chapter 6, discusses a number of possible direc-
tions for future research on the topics covered in the thesis.
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we establish our notation and summarise some stan-
dard terminology and results from one-dimensional complex dynam-
ics (Section 2.1). In particular, we survey some relevant properties of
the escaping set of a transcendental entire function (Section 2.2). Fi-
nally, in Sections 2.3 to 2.5, we give brief accounts of a number of
techniques from complex analysis that we will need in some of our
proofs.
2.1 NOTATION AND BACKGROUND ON COMPLEX DYNAMICS
First, we establish some general notational conventions and terminol-
ogy.
We use the usual notations IN,Z,Q and R for the natural numbers,
the integers, the rational numbers and the real numbers respectively.
We denote the complex plane by C, and the extended complex plane
or Riemann sphere by C = C u{oo}. By B(a,r), we mean the open
disc [z : Iz - a] < r}, by B(a, r) the corresponding closed disc and
by C(a, r) the circle [z : Iz - a] = r}. We sometimes use the standard
special notation 10 for the open unit disc B(O,1).
The boundary of a set S relative to C is denoted by as, the interior
of S by int (S) and the closure of S by S. The derived set of S (Le. the
set of all limit points of S) is denoted by S'. The complement of S
(either in C or in C depending on the context) is often written SC, and
we call a component of SC a complementary component of S.
If S is a subset of C, we use the notation S to denote the union of S
and all its bounded complementary components (if any). As in [73],
we say that S surrounds a set or a point if that set or point lies in a
Ii
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bounded complementary component of S. If S is a bounded domain
and f is an entire function, then we have
f(S) c f(S), (2.1)
since if y is any Jordan curve in S, then the image under f of the
inside of y lies inside f(y), and so in f(S).
If f : G -t G' is an analytic mapping between the domains G and
G' such that each point in f(G) has exactly k preimages in G (counted
with multiplicity) for some fixed kEN, then we call f a proper
map and k its topological degree (see [84, Chapter 1]). A proper map
f : G -t G' always maps boundary points to boundary points in
the sense that, for any sequence (Zn)nEN in G tending to some point
in aG, the image sequence (f(zn)) has all its limit points on aG'.
If f is an entire function, we use the notation
M(r,f):=maxlf(z)l, for r c- O
Izl=T
for the maximum modulus function of f, and similarly we denote the
minimum modulus function by
m(r, f) := min If(z)l, for T > O.
Izl=T
We write Mn(r, f) for the nth iterate of the maximum modulus func-
tion M with respect to r, and we sometimes abbreviate M(r, f) to
M (T) where f is clear from the context. Note that, for a transcenden-
tal entire function f, it is always possible to choose R > 0 such that
M (T) > r for all r ~ R.
We now summarise some ideas and terminology from ORedimen-
sional complex dynamics that are used throughout this thesis. Some
of this terminology has already been introduced in Chapter 1but we
repeat it here for convenience. The definitions we give apply to en-
tire functions, but the similar definitions which apply to rational or
meromorphic functions may readily be found in the literature (see
[14,24,56] for rational functions and [15,59] for transcendental func-
tions).
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Let f be a non-linear entire function and let f'", n = 0, 1,2 ... , denote
the nth iterate of f. For any z E C, we call the sequence (fn(z))n;?:oO
the orbit of z under f.
We say that a point z E C is periodic if there is some n E N such that
fn(z) = z; and the smallest value of n with this property is called the
period of z. A point of period 1 is called a fixed point. The nature of a pe-
riodic point z is determined by the value of its multiplier A= (fn),(z).
A periodic point is called attracting if 0 ::;; IAI < 1, superattracting if
A = 0 and repelling if IAI > 1. If IAI = 1, so that A = e2?Tie for some
e E [0,1), the periodic point is called rationally indifferent or parabolic
if e E Q and irrationally indifferent if e E R \ Q.
The Fatou set F( f) is the set of points z E C such that the family
of functions [f" : n E N} is normal in some neighbourhood of z;
and the Julia set J( f) is the complement of F(f). Here, a family :J of
functions analytic on a domain G C C is normal in G if every sequence
of functions (f n) C :J contains a subsequence which converges locally
uniformly on G. The limit function (which need not be in ~ is either
analytic or identically equal to infinity. Equivalently, :J is normal in G
if :J is equicontinuous in G.
Evidently, F(f) is an open set and J (f) is closed. In fact, J( f) is perfect
(i.e. it contains no isolated points), and either Hf) = C or J(f) has
empty interior. For any integer n ~ 2, we have F(fn) = F(f) and
J(fn) = Hf).
Two other sets which are important in complex dynamics are the
escaping set and the set of points whose orbits are bounded under
iteration (this set has no commonly accepted name except in polyno-
mial dynamics, where it is called the filled Julia set). The escaping set
I(f) = [z E C : fn(z) -+ 00 as n -+ oo}is the set of points whose orbits
tend to infinity. We give further information on I(f) and related sets
in Section 2.2 below. By analogy with the usual symbol for the filled
Julia set of a polynomial, we here denote the set of points whose or-
bits are bounded for, a transcendental entire function f by K(f), so
that K(f) = {z E C : (fn(Z))nEN is bounded}.
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If we say that the set S is completely invariant under a function f, we
mean that z E S if and only if f(z) E S. Each of the sets Hf), F(f),I(f)
and K(f) is completely invariant.
A component of the Fatou set F(f) is often referred to as a Fatou
component. If U = Uo is a Fatou component, then for each n E 1N,
fn(u) C Un for some Fatou component Un. If U = Un for some
n E 1N,we say that U is periodic or cyclic, and if n = 1, that U is
invariant; otherwise, we say that it is aperiodic. If U is not eventually
periodic, Le. if Um =1= Un for all n > m ~ 0, then U is called a wan-
dering Fatou component or a wandering domain. Wandering domains
can occur for transcendental entire functions but not for polynomials
[6,85]'
If z is an attracting periodic point, the set {z,f(z), ... , fn-l (z)} where
n is the period of z is called an attracting periodic cycle, and the set of
points whose iterates converge to a point in the cycle is the attract-
ing basin of the cycle (the immediate basin of a point in the cycle is
the component of the attracting basin containing that point). Parabolic
periodic cycles and basins are defined similarly.
The properties of periodic Fatou components are well known, and
we summarise the possible types of such components in the following
theorem (see, for example, [15, Theorem 6]).
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be an entire function, and let Ube a periodic component
of F(f) of period p, Then one of the following holds.
• U contains an attracting periodic point zo of period p, in which case
fnp (z) --+ Zo as n --+ 00 for all z E U, and U is the immediate
attracting basin of zoo
• au contains a parabolic periodic point Zo of period p, in which case
fnp (z) --+ Zo as n --+ 00 for all z E U, and U is the immediate
parabolic basin of zoo
• Vis analytically conjugate to a Euclidean rotation of the unit disc onto
itself, i.e. for some a. E 1R \ Q, there is an analytic homeomorphism
<I> : U--+ D such that <1>(fP (<1>-1 (z))) = e21t'iocz. In this case, U is
called a Siegel disc.
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• fnp (z) -+ 00 as n -+ 00 for all z E U, in which case U is called a
Baker domain.
If f is a polynomial (or indeed any other rational map), Baker do-
mains cannot occur.
If U is a Fatou component such that f-1 (U) c U, then it follows
that f(U) c U, and U is referred to as completely invariant. It is shown
in [5) that, if f is a transcendental entire function, there can be at most
one such component.
If K is a component of K(f), we call the sequence of components
Kn such that fn(K) C Kn the orbit of K. Periodic, aperiodic and wan-
dering components of K(f) are defined as for components of F(f). Pe-
riodic components of K(f) always exist and wandering components
may exist, both for polynomials (since at most countably many com-
ponents of J( f) are eventually periodic - see, for example, [52)) and
for transcendental entire functions (see, for example, Theorem 1.3).
For z E C, the backwards orbit O-(z) of z is the set of all preimages
of z under iteration by f:
O-(z) = {w E C: fn(w) = z for some n ~ O}~
The exceptional set E(f) is the set of points with a finite backwards
orbit under f. For a transcendental entire function, E(f) contains at
most one point.
In the following lemma, we collect together various well-known
properties of the Julia set J( f).
LEMMA 2.2. Let f be an entire function and J (f) be the Julia set of f. Then:
(a) J (f) is compact iff is a polynomial but unbounded if f is transcendental;
(b) J (f) is the closure of the set of repelling periodic points of f;
(c) for z E C \ E(f) we have Hf) = O-(z)';
(d) if K c C \ E(f) is a compact set and G is an open neighbourhood of
z E J (f), then there exists N E N such that fn (G) :J K, for all n ~ N
(we refer to this property as the 'blowing up' property of J(f).
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A point Z E J (f) is called a buried point if z does not lie on the bound-
ary of any Fatou component. A buried component is a component of
J (f) consisting entirely of buried points. The set of all buried points is
called the residual Julia set and is denoted by Jr(f) (see [9,29] for the
properties of this set).
The dynamical behaviour of an entire function f is much affected
by its set of critical values and finite asymptotic values. If f'(z) = 0
we say that z is a critical point and f(z) is a critical value of f. A point
a E C is a finite asymptotic value of f if there is a curve l' : [0,00) -t C
with y(t) -t 00 and f(y(t)) -t a as t -t 00. Finite asymptotic values
can occur for transcendental entire functions but not for polynomials.
Collectively, the set of critical values and finite asymptotic values
of an entire function f is called its set of singular values and is denoted
by sing( f- 1 ). This set has a close relationship to the periodic cycles of
Fatou components of f. Define the post-singular set to be the closure
of the set of orbits of the singular values of f,
P(f) = U fn(sing(f-1 )).
nEN
Then the following holds (see, for example, [15, Theorem 7]):
THEOREM 2.3. Let f be an entire junction, and let C = {Uo, U 1, ..• , Up-l}
be a cycle of components of F(f) of period p ~ 1.
• If C is a cycle of immediate attracting basins or immediate parabolic
basins, then Uj n sing( f- 1 ) =I 0 for some j E Z with 0 ~ j ~ p - 1.
• If C is a cycle of Siegel discs, then aUj C P(f) for all j E Z with
O~j~p-1.
Because of the importance of the set of singular values, it is con-
venient to have some terminology for functions where this set has
particular properties. We say that the transcendental entire function f
is in the Speiser class S if sing( f-1 ) is a finite set, and in the Eremenko-
Lyuhich class 13if sing( f- 1 ) is bounded.
The dynamical properties of transcendental entire functions in the
classes Sand 13were studied by Eremenko and Lyubich in [35]. For
example, for f E S they proved that f has no wandering domains, and
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for f E 13that I(f) c J(f) so that, in particular, f has no Baker domains.
Inmany ways, transcendental entire functions in these classes (which
include ,\ exp z and a cos z+b for '\, a, b E C) are the simplest to study
dynamically, a fact which has made them a major focus of subsequent
research.
2.2 THE ESCAPING SET
In this section, we give some background on the properties of the
escaping set I(f),= {z E C: fn(z) -+ 00 as n -+ oo} of a transcendental
entire function f.
Although Fatou [37] made some interesting observations about the
escaping sets of particular functions (see below), the first results on
the properties of I(f) for a general transcendental entire function are
due to Eremenko [33], who proved the following in 1989.
THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a transcendental entire function and I( f) be the
escaping set of f. Then
(a) I(f)#0;
(b) I(f) n J(f) # 0;
(c) J(f) = aI(f), and
(d) every component ofI(f) is unbounded.
In addition Eremenko conjectured in [33] that every component of
I(f) is unbounded for any transcendental entire function f (in which
case we could replace I(f) by I(f) in Theorem 2.4(d». This is now
known as the Eremenko's conjecture or, sometimes, as the weak form of
the conjecture in contrast with a strong form described in the next
paragraph.
In his study of the dynamics of transcendental entire functions,
Fatou [37] observed that, for the functions f(z) = z + 1+ e-Z and
f(z) = csinz (where 0 < c < 1), there are infinitely many unbounded
curves y such that fn(z) -+ 00 as n -+ 00 for z E y. Fatou also asked
whether this property might hold more generally. In [33], Eremenko
Ii
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made Fatou's question more precise and conjectured that, for a tran-
scendental entire function f, any point Z E I(f) can be joined to 00
by a curve inI(f). This statement is sometimes called the strong form
of Eremenko's conjecture. Clearly if this strong form of the conjecture
holds, then so does the weak form.
The identity J(f) = oI(f) in Theorem 2.4(C) explains much of the in-
terest in the escaping set in complex dynamics, namely that its study
leads to insights into the properties of Hf). Because of its simple
definition, I(f) is sometimes easier to work with than Hf). This, to-
gether with the two forms of Eremenko's conjecture, have motivated
much subsequent research on the escaping sets of transcendental en-
tire functions.
Beforediscussing this further, we recall some elementary properties
of I(f) for an entire function f. If f is a non-linear polynomial, then
I(f) is the basin of attraction of the point at infinity, so that I(f) c F(f)
(in contrast with Theorem 2.4(b» and Hf) = oI(f) (as in Theorem
2.4(C». Moreover:
• if f is entire, then I(f) is completely invariant and I(fn) = I(f),
for any n EN:
• if f is a polynomial then I(f) is open, but if f is transcendental
entire, then I(f) is neither open nor closed.
When Eremenko's paper was written, Devaney and Tangerman [27]
had already proved the existence of uncountably many curves to in-
finity in the escaping sets of a large subclass of the class S. They
called these structures of unbounded curves Cantor bouquets and in-
vestigated some of their properties (such Cantor bouquets were later
given a topological definition and shown to be homeomorphic to one
another - see [I, 13])'
Of course, the existence of Cantor bouquets in I(f) does not mean
that the strong form of Eremenko's conjecture holds since there could
still be points in I(f) not lying on a curve to infinity in I(f). How-
ever, subsequent research has shown that the conjecture does hold for
whole families of functions - see, for example, [81] on the exponen-
tial family and [79]on the cosine family.More generally,Rottenfusser,
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Ruckert, Rempe and Schleicher have proved that the strong form of
Eremenko's conjecture holds for any finite composition of functions
f E ~ of finite order [78, Theorem 1.2].
On the other hand, the same paper [78, Theorem 1.1] gives a con-
struction of an entire function in the class ~ for which every path-
connected component of J (f) is bounded. Since I(f) C J (f) for f E ~
[35], the strong form of Eremenko's conjecture fails for this function.
However, Rempe has shown in [71] that, if f E ~ and the post-singular
set P(f) is bounded, then every component of I(f) is unbounded, so
the weak form of Eremenko's conjecture holds. Since P(f) is bounded
for the function in [78, Theorem 1.1], it follows that this function satis-
fies the weak form of Eremenko's conjecture but not the strong form.
To summarise, therefore, the strong form of Eremenko's conjecture
has been shown to be false in general. By contrast, the weak form of
the conjecture remains open for general transcendental entire func-
tions, though a partial result has been obtained by Rippon and Stal-
lard, as we now describe.
Unlike much recent research on the escaping set which has fo- Properties of the fast
cussed on the class B, Rippon and Stallard [71,73] took as the starting escaping set
point for their work a subset of the escaping set called the fast escap-
ing set, rather than a particular class of functions. First introduced by
Bergweiler and Hinkkanen in [19], the fast escaping set A(f) for a
transcendental entire function f is defined in [73] as follows:
A(f) = {z E C: 3£ E N such that IfnH(z)1 ~ Mn(R, f), for nE N},
where R > 0 is chosen so that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R.
It turns out that A(f) shares many properties with I(f).
THEOREM 2.5. [19, 71] Let f be a transcendental entire function and let
A( f) be the fast escaping set of f. Then
(a) A( f) 1=0;
(b) A(f)nHf) 1=0;
(c) Hf] = oA( f);
(d) A(f) is completely invariant, and A(fn) = A(f) for all nE N;
Spider's web fast
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(e) A( f) is neither open nor closed.
In fact, Rippon and Stallard have shown that A(f) has many stronger
properties than l(f). We summarise a number of their results in the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.6. [73, Theorems 1.1 - 1.3] Let f be a transcendental entire
function and let A( f) be the fast escaping set of f. Then
(a) each component of A( f) is unbounded;
(b) ifU is a Fatou component off that meets A(f), then U c A(f);
(c) iff has no multiply connected Fatou components, then each component
of A(f) n J(f) is unbounded.
Since A( f) c 1(f), Theorem 2.6(a) implies that at least one compo-
nent of I(f) must be unbounded for any transcendental entire func-
tion f, and is therefore a partial result in the direction of the weak
form of Eremenko's conjecture.
We now recall the basic properties of multiply connected Fatou
components for a transcendental entire function, proved by Baker.
LEMMA 2.7. [6, Theorem 3.1] Let f be a transcendental entire function and
let U be a multiply connected Fatou component. Then
• fn(u) is bounded for any nE N,
• fn+ 1(U) surrounds fn(u) for large n, and
• dist(O, fn(u)) -+ 00 as n -+ 00.
In [71, Theorem 2], Rippon and Stallard showed that, for a transcen-
dental entire function f with a multiply connected FatQucomponent,
both A(f) and I(f) are connected and contain the closures of all such
Fatou components. Comparing this with Lemma 2.7leads to the con-
clusion that here the escaping set takes a novel form, in contrast with
the Cantor bouquet structure described above. In [73], Rippon and
Stallard called this form of the escaping set a spider's web (see Defini-
tion 1.1).
The paper [73] is a comprehensive study of the set A( f) for a tran-
scendental entire function f and includes many new results on its
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properties. Here, Rippon and Stallard introduced the concept of the
levels of the fast escaping set (see Section 3.1 for more details) and in
particular defined the set
They showed that whenever AR(f)C has a bounded component, each
of the sets AR(f),A(f) and I(f) is a spider's web [73, Theorem 1.4],
and proved that this is the case for many classes of functions (not just
those with a multiply connected Fatou component) - see [73, Theorem
1.9], and also [55, 83]. Evidently, for all of these functions, the weak
form of Eremenko's conjecture holds, since I(f) is both connected and
unbounded.
Under the additional condition that AR(f) is a spider's web, further
strong properties of A( f) hold. For example, Rippon and Stallard have
proved the following.
THEOREM 2.8. [73, Theorems 1·5, 1.6] Let f be a transcendental entire func-
tion, let R > 0 be such that M( r, f) > r for r ;::R and let AR (f) be a spider's
web.
(a) If f has no multiply connected Fatou components, then each of the sets
AR(f) n J(f), A(f) n J(f), I(f) n J(f) and J(f) is a spider's web.
(b) The function f has no unbounded Fatou components.
(c) All the components of A(f)C are compact.
(d) Every point of J( f) is the limit of a sequence of points, each of which lies
in a distinct component of A (f) C •
We remark in passing that it is not necessary for AR(f) to be a
spider's web for the escaping set of a transcendental entire function
to be connected. For example, although I(f) is disconnected for many
functions in the class 13(see, for example, [54, Corollary 1.4]), there
are also functions in this class for which I(f) is connected [43, 67, 68]
(note that f rt. 13if AR(f) is a spider's web by [73, Theorem 1.8(a))).
Furthermore, Rippon and Stallard have recently given details [75] of
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a transcendental entire function for which I(f) is a spider's web but
AR (f) is not, answering a question posed in [73].
In Chapter 3 we extend Rippon and Stallard's' results in Theorem
2.8 by investigating the structure of the A(f) spider's web when AR(f)
is a spider's web, in particular proving some further properties of the
set A(f)C under this condition (Theorems 1.2 to 1.7).
2.3 QUASICONFORMAL MAPPINGS AND SURGERY
In this section we briefly introduce the idea of quasiconformal map-
pings and the technique of quasiconformal surgery. We limit our dis-
cussion to the context of the extended complex plane C, and we cover
only what is needed for later chapters.
Loosely speaking, a mapping is quasiconformal if it transforms in-
finitesimal circles to infinitesimal ellipses with bounded eccentricity
(as measured by the ratio of the major to the minor axes of the el-
lipses). For a brief account of quasiconformal mappings see [24,40],
and for a full discussion see [2,49].
A definition of a quasiconformal mapping can be based on this
measure of eccentricity.
DEFINITION 2.9. [2, p. 87] Let G and G' be domains in C, and let f be
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of G onto G'. The circular
dilatation of f at the point Zo EGis given by
H ( ) 1· maxlz-ZoI=T [f'[z] - f(zo)1f Zo = Imsup . .
T-+O+ ffilnlz-zol=T [f[z] - f(Zo)l
Then f : G -7 G' is quasiconformal if its circular dilatation function
Hf has a finite upper bound in G, and f is K-quasiconformal (where
1 ~ K < (0) if Hf(z) ~ K for almost every Z E G.
If f is differentiable at the point Zo E G, we also define the complex
dilatation of f,
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which gives the direction of maximal distortion as well as a measure
of eccentricity. The condition Hf(Z) ~ K is.equivalent to
Illf(Z)i ~ (K -l)/(K + 1).
Much of the usefulness of quasiconformal mappings in complex
dynamics derives from a remarkable result known as the measur-
able Riemann mapping theorem (see, for example, [49, p. 194]). This
states that, if G and G I are conformally equivalent simply connected
domains and 11is a measurable function in G with supzEG IIl(z)1 < 1,
then there exists a quasiconformal mapping f : G -+ G I whose com-
plex dilatation coincides with 11almost everywhere, and this mapping
is uniquely determined up to a conformal mapping of G I onto itself.
Using this result, it is possible to use various techniques to con-
struct analytic mappings with specified dynamical properties (see
the article by Shishikura in [2]). As an example, Sullivan [85] used
a technique known as quasiconformal deformation in his proof that
rational maps have no wandering domains. The measurable Riemann
mapping theorem is also the basis for quasiconformal surgery, whereby
two different analytic functions are Iglued' together via conjugation
with a quasiconformal mapping to produce another analytic function
which combines the dynamical properties of both original functions.
The method of quasiconformal surgery for rational maps was pio-
neered by Douady and Hubbard [32] and by Shishikura [82] in the
1980s. Douady and Hubbard used the method in developing their the-
ory of polynomial-like mappings (see Section 2.4), whilst Shishikura
used it to derive a sharp bound on the number of periodic cycles of
Fatou components for a rational map.
In [47], Kisaka and Shishikura modified the methodology in [82] to
apply to entire functions. The key result, which we use in Section 4·5,
is the following theorem. Here, a mapping 9: C -+ C is K-quasiregular
if it can be written as 9 = f 04>, where 4> is K-quasiconformal and f is
entire (see [69] for further information on quasiregular mappings).
The measurable
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THEOREM 2.10. [47, Theorem 3.1] Let 9 : C -+ C be a quasiregular map-
ping. Suppose that there are disjoint measurable sets Ej C C, j E IN, such
that:
(a) for almost every Z E C, the g-orbit of z meets Ej at most oncefor every j;
(b) 9 is Krquasiregular on Ej;
(c) Koo:= Dj:l Kj < 00;
(d) 9 is analytic almost everywhere outside Uj:1 Ej•
Then there exists a Koo-quasiconformal mapping ¢ : C -+ C such that
f = ¢ 0 9 0 ¢- 1 is an entire function.
To use this result to construct an entire function with specified dy-
namical behaviour, the first step is to construct a quasiregular map-
ping 9 with similar dynamical behaviour by gluing together suitable
entire functions by interpolation. Subject to the stated conditions, The-
orem 2.10 then guarantees the existence of a quasiconformal mapping
¢ such that f = ¢ 0 9 0 ¢- 1 is entire, and this conjugation with a qua-
siconformal mapping ensures that the key features of the dynamical
behaviour of 9 are passed to the entire function f.
Using this technique, Kisaka and Shishikura [47] proved a num-
ber of results on the connectivity of wandering domains for tran-
scendental entire functions, and Bergweiler [17] demonstrated the
existence of a transcendental entire function with both multiply con-
nected and simply connected wandering domains. In Section 4.5, we
modify Bergweiler's construction to show that there is a transcenden-
tal entire function f for which the set K(f) has a component with
empty interior that is not a singleton.
2.4 POLYNOMIAL-LIKE MAPPINGS
In later chapters, we often use Douady and Hubbard's notion of a
polynomial-like mapping [32], and accordingly we make some pre-
liminary remarks about such mappings in this section.
Informally, a polynomial-like mapping of degree d is a mapping
from one topological disc V to another W, where Vc W, such that
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each point in W has exactly d preimages in V. Of course, this phe-
nomenon occurs if the mapping is a polynomial restricted to a large
enough set, but it also occurs for other functions where the map-
ping behaves locally like a polynomial. For example [32, p. 295], if
f(z) = cos z - 2 and V = [z E C : IRe(z)1 < 2,IIm(z)1 < 3}, then
f : V -+ f(V) is polynomial-like of degree 2.
The formal definition is as follows.
DEFINITION2.11. Let V and W be bounded, simply connected do-
mains with smooth boundaries such that V C W. Let f be a proper
analytic mapping of V onto W with d-fold covering, where d ~ 2.
Then the triple (f; V,W) is termed a polynomial-like mapping of de-
gree d.
The filled Julia set K(f; V,W) of the polynomial-like mapping (f; V,W)
is defined to be the set of all points whose orbits lie entirely in V, i.e.
K(f;V, W) = n rk(V).
k~O
For our purposes, the most useful property of polynomial-like map-
pings is the fact that each such mapping is quasiconformally conju-
gate to a polynomial of the same degree. This is the substance of
Douady and Hubbard's Straightening Theorem, whose proof relies
on the measurable Riemann mapping theorem quoted in Section 2.3.
THEOREM2.12. [32, Theorem 1J If (f; V,W) is a polynomial-like mapping
of degree d ~ 2, then there exists a quasiconformal mapping ¢ :C -+ C and
a polynomial 9 of degree d such that ¢ 0 f = 9 0 ¢ on V.Moreover
¢(K(f;V, W)) = K(g),
where K ( g) is the filled Julia set of the polynomial g.
This theorem helps to explain why it is that distorted copies of
polynomial Julia sets ,appear in the dynamical planes of many types
of functions. Indeed, many aspects of the dynamics of the polyno-
mial 9 are preserved by the quasiconformal mapping, including the
existence of critical points and the nature of Fatou components. In
Definition of a
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the context of the present study, this enables us to follow Kisaka [46],
Zheng [91] and Eremeko and Lyubich [36] in using results from poly-
nomial dynamics to obtain new results for transcendental entire func-
tions - see especially Sections 3.5 and 4.1.
2.5 THE AHLFORS FIVE ISLANDS THEOREM
Finally in this chapter, we introduce the Ahlfors five islands theorem,
a version of which we use in Sections 3.6 and 5.3.
The five islands theorem is part of the theory of covering surfaces
for which Ahlfors was awarded one of the first two Fields medals in
1936. This theory is a geometric counterpart to Nevanlinna's value
distribution theory for meromorphic functions. A self-contained ac-
count of the theory is given in Hayman [39].
There are several forms of the five islands theorem. The form we
state here is quoted by Bergweiler in [16].
THEOREM 2.13. Let Dl1"" Ds be Jordan domains on the Riemann sphere
with pairwise disjoint closures. Let Dee be a domain, and denote by
J'(D,{Dj}f=l) the family of all meromorphic functions f : D -+ C with
the property that no subdomain of D is mapped conformally onto one of the
domains Dj by f. Then J'(D,{Dj}f=l) is a normal family.
The first use of the five islands theorem in complex dynamics was
by Baker [4], who used it in his proof that the repelling periodic
points of a transcendental entire function f are dense in J(f). As dis-
cussed by Bergweiler in [16], the theorem has found a number of ap-
plications in complex dynamics since the work of Baker, being used
(for example) in proofs that a transcendental entire function has in-
finitely many repelling periodic points of period n for every n ;:: 2,
and that the Hausdorff dimension of the Julia set of a meromorphic
function is strictly greater than 0 (references are given in [16]).
The application that we adapt in this thesis is Dominguez' [28]
use of the five islands theorem to show that, if f is a transcendental
entire function with a multiply connected Fatou component, then J( f)
has buried singleton components, and such components are dense in
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J(f) (see also [29]). In [16], Bergweiler gives an alternative proof of
this result (also based on the five islands. theorem), using a method
involving the construction of a singleton component of J (f) which is
also a repelling periodic point of f. We adapt Bergweiler's method in
our proofs of Theorems 1.7 and 1.17.
For this purpose, we use the following corollary of the Ahlfors
five islands theorem, proved in [16] for a wide class of meromorphic
functions, but here stated for transcendental entire functions since
this is all we need.
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let f be a transcendental entire junction, and suppose
there are bounded Jordan domains 01,02,03 C C with pairwise disjoint
closures. Let v.,V2, V3 be domains satisfying Vj n J(f) =1= 0 and Vj C OJ
for j E {1, 2, 3}. Then there exist Il. E {1, 2, 3},nE N and a domain U C V f.l
such that fn :U -r 0 f.l is conformal.
THE STRUCTURE OF SPIDER'S WEB FAST
ESCAPING SETS
Let f be a transcendental entire function, let R > 0 be such that
M(r, f) > r for r;:: R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web. Recall that
and that the fast escaping set A( f) of f is defined as follows:
A(f) = [z E C: 3t E N such that IfnH(z)1 ;:: Mn(R, f), for nE N}.
In this chapter, we prove new results on the components of A(f)C
when AR(f) is a spider's web (Theorems 1.2 to 1.7). The components
of A(f)C can be thought of as the 'holes' in the A(f) spider's web. Rip-
pon and Stallard have already shown that, when AR (f) is a spider's
web, many strong dynamical properties hold (see Theorem 2.8). Our
results build on this work and show that, when AR(f) is a spider's
web, the A(f) spider's web has a very intricate and dynamically rich
structure.
The organisation of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 gives some
background on the properties of the sets AR(f) and A(f) from the
work of Rippon and Stallard, whilst in Section 3.2 we state and prove
some preliminary results which will be needed in later sections. In
Section 3.3, we prove Theorem 1.2 on the topological properties of
the components of A(f)C when AR(f) is a spider's web. In Section 3+
we give a characterisation of the orbits of the components of A(f)C
and prove Theorem 1.3 on the number of components of A(f)C with
different orbit types. Section 3·5 is devoted to those components of
A(f)C whose orbits are bounded, and we prove Theorems 1.5 and
1.6. Our final section, Section 3.6, gives the proof of Theorem 1.7 on
singleton periodic components of A(f)c.
3
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3.1 PROPERTIES OF AR(f),A(f) AND RELATED SETS
In this section, we summarise a number of basic properties of AR(f),
A(f) and related sets which we use throughout the chapter and else-
where in the thesis. These are taken from [73], which should be con-
sulted for full details and proofs.
One of the most fruitful innovations in [73] is the notion of the
levels of the fast escaping set. Let R > 0 be such that M(T, f) > T for
all T ~ R. Then for e E Z, the eth level of A( f) with respect to R is the
set
Ak(f) = {z E C : Ifn(z)1 ~ Mn+l(R, f), for nE IN,n + e E IN};
equivalently, the (-e)th level of A( f) is
In particular, note that A~ (f) = AR(f). Working with the levels of A (f)
leads both to simplified proofs of results obtained previously, and to
deeper insights into the structure of A(f).
From the definitions of A(f) and its levels, we have
A(f) = U Ail(f),
tElN
and
f(Ak(f)) C A~+l (f) c Ak(f), for e E Z. (3.2)
These relations easily give that A(f) is completely invariant. Note also
that A(f) is independent of R - see [73, Theorem 2.2] ..
Some basic properties of AR(f) spiders' webs are given in the fol-
lowing Lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. [73, Lemma 7.1(a)-(c)] Let f be a transcendental entire func-
tion, let R > 0 be such that M(T, f) > Tfor T ~ R and let e E Z.
(a) If G is a bounded component of Ak(f)C, then aG c Ak(f) and fn is
a proper map of G onto a bounded component of A~+e(f)C, for each
nElN.
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(b) If Ak (f)c has a bounded component, then Ak (f) is a spider's web and
hence every component of Ak (f)C is bounded.
(c) AR (f) is a spider's web if and only if Ak (f) is a spider's web.
Next, we recall the following definition.
DEFINITION3.2. [73, Definition 7.1] Let f be a transcendental entire
function and let R > 0 be such that M(T, f) > T for T ~ R.1f AR(f) is a
spider's web then, for each n ~ 0, let
• Hn denote the component of AR(f)C containing 0, and
• In denote its boundary, aHn.
We say that (Hn)n~o is the sequence offundamental holes for AR(f) and
(In)n~o is the sequence of fundamental loops for AR(f). Note that In
may have bounded complementary components other than Hn.
The following lemma gives some properties of these sequences.
LEMMA 3.}. [73, Lemma 7.2] Let f be a transcendental entire function and
let R > 0 be such that M( T,f) > T for T ~ R. Suppose that AR (f) is a
spider's web, and that (Hn)n~o and (In)n~o are respectively the sequences
of fundamental holes and loops for A R ( f). Then:
(a) Hn :) {z: Izl< Mn(R)} and In C AR(f),for n ~ 0;
(b) Hn+ 1 :) Hn, for n~ 0;
(c) for nE N and m~ 0,
fn(Hm) = Hm+n and fn(lm) = lm+n;
(d) there exists N EN such that, for n ~ N and m ~ 0,
In+mnlm = 0;
(e) if t E Z and G is a component of At(f)C, then fn(G) = Hn+f and
tn(aG) = In+f,for n sufficiently large;
(j) if there are no multiply connected Fatou components, then In C J(f)
forn ~ O.
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3.2 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We now state and prove a simple topological characterisation of the
buried components of a closed set. We need the result only where the
closed set is the Julia set of a transcendental entire function, but we
present it in a more general form to bring out its essentially topologi-
cal nature.
Our proof makes use of the following results from plane topology,
which we state here for ease of reference (see [60], pages 124 and 143).
LEMMA 3-4. (a) If K 1 and K2 are two components of a closed set F in C,
then there is a Jordan curve in re that separates K 1 and K2.
(b) If G is a domain in C, then each component of GC contains just one
component ofoG.
Recall that, if F is a closed set in C, and K is a component of F, then
• Z E F is a buried point of F if z does not lie on the boundary of
any component of FC, and
• K is a buried component of F if K consists entirely of buried points
of F.
In particular, a buried point of J(f) is a point of J(f) that does not lie
on the boundary of any Fatou component, and a buried component
of J (f) is a component of J (f) consisting entirely of such buried points.
THEOREM 3.5. Let K be a component of a closed set F in C. Then K is a
buried component of F if and only if, for each component L of KC, and any
closed subset B of L, there is a component of FC that separates B from K and
whose boundary does not meet K.
Proof. Let K be a buried component of F, let L be a component of KC
and let B be any closed subset of L Then X = BUF is closed in C, K
is a component of X and B lies in some other component of X, say X'.
Then it follows from Lemma 3.4(a) that there is a Jordan curve C
separating K from X' in such a way that C lies in Xc c FC. Since C
is connected, it must lie in some component G of FC. Furthermore,
by Lemma 3.4(1:»,the complementary component of G containing K
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contains exactly one component (0, say) of aGoSince K is a buried
component of F,we therefore have 0 n K = 0, as required.
To prove the converse, let K be a component of F. Suppose there
exists some component G of FC and some z E K such that z E aGoLet
L be the component of KC containing G, and let B be a closed subset
of G. Now suppose that there is a component G' of fC separating B
from K (and hence B from z), whose boundary does not meet K. Then
since BeG and z E aG, G' must meet G. But G is a component
of FC, so this means that G 1 = G, which is a contradiction because
ec nx # 0.
We will also need the following result on mappings of the compo-
nents of A( f)c.
THEOREM 3.6. Let f be a transcendental entire function and let R > 0 be
such that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R. If AR(f) is a spider's web, and K is a
component of A(f)C, then f'(K) is also a component of A(f)C.
Proof As A(f) is completely invariant, it is clear that f(K) must lie in
a component of A(f)C, say K/.
Since AR(f) is a spider's web, components of A(f)C are compact by
Theorem 2.8(c), so each component of f-1 (K/) must be closed and lie
in some component of A(f)c. One such component must contain K,
and indeed be equal to K since K is itself a component of A(f)c.
Suppose W E K' \ f(K). Since AR(f) is a spider's web, there exists
a bounded, simply connected domain G containing K whose bound-
ary lies in A(f). The domain G can contain only a finite number of
components of f- 1 (K').
Now by Lemma 3.4(a), there is a Jordan curve C lying in G that
surrounds K and separates K from all other components of f-1 (K '). It
follows that f'[C) is a curve that surrounds f(K) and does not meet K/.
Furthermore, f[C] cannot surround wE K' since C does not surround
any solution of f(z) = w. This contradicts the connectedness of K',
and it follows that K'\ f(K) = 0. Thus f(K) is a component of A(f)C,
as required. 0
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.6, we call the sequence of iter-
ates of K its orbit, and any infinite subsequence of its iterates a suborbit.
o
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If fP(K) = K for some pEN, then we say that K is a periodic compo-
nent of A(f)c.1f fm(K) =1= fn(K) for all m > n ~ 0, then we say that K
is a wandering component of A (f)C •
3.3 THE TOPOLOGY OF COMPONENTS OF A{f)C
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. Let f be a transcendental entire
function, let R > ° be such that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R and let AR(f)
be a spider's web. Let K be a component of A (f) c. Then Theorem 1.2
states that:
(a) ex c J(f) and int(K) C F(f). In particular, U C K for every
Fatou component U for which K n U f= 0.
(b) Every neighbourhood of Kcontains a closed subset of A (f) n J ( f)
surrounding K. If K has empty interior, then K consists of buried
points of J( f) .
(c) If f has a multiply connected Fatou component, then every neigh-
bourhood of K contains a multiply connected Fatou component
surrounding K. If, in addition, K has empty interior, then K is a
buried component of J (f).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 2.5(C) we have Hf) = oA(f), so it is
immediate that oK c Hf) and int(K) c F(f).1f Kmeets the closure of
some Fatou component U, then UnA(f) = 0, for otherwise U c A(f)
by Theorem 2.6(b). Hence U c K.But since AR(f) is a spider's web, K
is compact by Theorem 2.8(c), so U c K. This proves part (a).
For the proof of parts (b) and (c) observe that, using J3.1) and (3.2),
we can write
K = n Ge,
eEN
with Ge ::> GH 1 for all e E N,
where Ge is the component of Ai£(f)C containing K. Thus, for any
neighbourhood V of K, there exists MEN such that Ge c V for all
e~M.
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As in Definition 3.2, let (Hn)n~o and (Ln)n~o be the sequences of
fundamental holes and loops for AR(f). Then it follows from Lemma
3.3(e) that, for any m ~ 0 and for sufficiently large n ~ m:
Now, for any n ~ 0, Ln C A(f) and, if f has no multiply connected
Fatou components, we also have Ln C H f) by Lemma 3.3(f). Since
Ln is closed, it follows that V contains a closed subset of A( f) nH f)
that surrounds K. Furthermore, if K has empty interior, then part (a)
implies that K consists of buried points of Hf). This proves part (b) in
the case where there are no multiply connected Fatou components.
Now suppose that f has a multiply connected Fatou component, U.
Note that U C A(f), by [71, Theorem 2]. Thus part (c) of Theorem 1.2
implies part (b), and we need only prove part (c).
Since Lo is bounded, Lemma 2.7 implies that we can choose kEN
so that
fj+ 1 (U) surrounds fj (U) for j ~ k, and fk(U) surrounds Lo.
Again, since fk(U) is bounded, it follows from Lemma 3.3(a) that we
may also choose PEN so that fk(U) C Hp (see Figure 1). Moreover,
Lemma 3.3(e) shows that there exists N E N (depending on M and
P) such that the following hold:
fM+N+P(GM) = HN+P,
fM+N+P(aGM) = LN+P,
fM+N+P(GM+P) = HN, and
fM+N+P(aGM+p) = LN.
Since fk(U) c Hp, it is clear that fN+k(U) C HN+P, and by our
choice of k, fN+k(U) surrounds fk(U). We claim that fN+k(U) also
surrounds HN. For let W denote the interior of the complementary
Proof of part (b):
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Figure 1: Proof of Theorem 1.2(C). Here K is shown with no interior, and
multiply connected Fatou components are represented by the grey
shaded areas. Recall that Ln = aHn for n s N.
component of fk(U) that contains Ho. Then W c fk(U), so by (2.1)
we have
........--.__.- ........--.__.-
HN = fN (Ho) C fN (W) C fN (fk(U)) C fN+k(U).
Now ew C Ofk(U) c Hf), and thus it follows that OfN (W) c fN (oW)
cannot meet fN+k(U). We have therefore shown that fN (W) lies in
........--.__.-
fN+k(U), but that its boundary does not meet fN+k(U). Thus fN+k(U)
surrounds fN (W) and hence HN, as claimed.
We now show that GM must contain a multiply connected Fatou
component and that this surrounds K. To do this, let r be a Jordan
curve in fN+k(U) that surrounds 0 (see Figure 1). Then-of the finitely
many components of f-(M+N+P) (F) that lie in GM, one must contain
GM+P, since fM+N+P (GM+P) = HN Cr. Call this component A, and
its boundary y. Since fM+N+P is a proper map of the interior of A
onto the interior of r,we have fM+N+P(y) = r, and thus y must lie
in a Fatou component, U I say, that is contained in GM. Furthermore,
U' is multiply connected, since y surrounds GM+P which contains
oK c Hf). Thus GM contains a multiply connected Fatou component
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surrounding K, and therefore so does our arbitrary neighbourhood V
of K.
Finally, suppose that K has empty interior, so Kc J(f). Since A(f) is
connected, KC has only one component, and the remainder of part (c)
therefore follows immediately from Theorem 3.5. 0
3.4 ORBITS OF COMPONENTS OF A(f)C
In this section, we give a characterisation of the orbits of the compo-
nents of A(f)C when AR(f) is a spider's web, and prove that A(f)C
then has uncountably many components of various types (Theorem
1.3). To this end, we first describe a natural partition of the plane that
enables us to encode information about the orbits of the components
of Alf]".
Throughout this section, we assume that f is a transcendental entire
function, that R > ° is such that M(y, f) > y for y ~ R, and that AR(f)
is a spider's web. Recall from Theorem 3.6 that f maps a component
K of A(f)c onto another such component.
To construct the partition, we proceed as follows. Let (lm)m~o be
the sequence of fundamental loops for AR (f), as in Definition 3.2.
Now, by Lemma 3.3(c) and (d), there exists N E IN such that, for
m~ 0,
Thus (lmN )m~O is a sequence of disjoint loops, and fN maps any
such loop onto its successor in the sequence. We use these loops to
define our partition. To simplify the exposition, we assume (without
loss of generality) that N = 1, so that our sequence of disjoint loops
is (lm)m~o.
Now define
Bo = Ho,
and
Bm=Hm\Hm-l, for m a I,
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where (Hm)m~o is the sequence of fundamental holes for AR(f). Then,
for each m ~ 1, Bm is a connected set surrounding 0 and
aBm =lmUlm-1.
Also, for any k E IN,
U Bm =C\Hk-l!
m~k
and indeed Um~OBm = C. It follows that the sets Bm,m ~ 0, form a
partition of the plane.
Hence, for each point z E C, there is a unique sequence of non-
negative integers §. = 505152 ••• (which we call the itinerary of z with
respect to AR (f), such that
fk(Z) E Bsk' for k E IN U {O}.
Evidently, the itinerary of a point encodes information about its orbit,
and we now investigate which orbits are possible. We begin with the
following lemma, whose proof is based on an argument in the proof
of [72, Lemma 6].
LEMMA 3.7. Let Bm,m~ 0, be as defined in (3·3)and (3.4). Then,for each
m~ 0, exactly one of the following must apply:
or
(3.6)
Furthermore, (3.6) holds for m= 0 and for infinitely many m,
Proof Note first that, since f maps compact sets to compact sets and
is an open mapping, we have
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Now if m ~ 1, then clearly Hm = Hm-l UBm and so, by Lemma
3·3(c),
We thus have
(3.8)
But f(oBm) = Lm+1 U Lm, so (3.7) implies that if f maps any point
of Bm into Hm, then f(Bm) must contain the whole of Hm. Taken
together with (3.8), this shows that (3.5) and (3.6) are the only possi-
bilities for m ~ 1. Note also that f(Bo) = Hj , so (3.6) applies when
m=O.
Now suppose that (3.6) held for only finitely many m. Then, for
sufficiently large k, we would have
f(C \ Hk-l) = U f(Bm) c c \ Hk-l!
m~k
so C \ Hk-l would lie in the Fatou set, which is impossible. 0
It follows from Lemma 3.7 that there is a strictly increasing se-
quence of integers m(j),j ~ 0, with m(O) = 0, such that (3.6) holds if
and only if m =m(j), for j ~ 0.
We need the following lemma [72, Lemma 1]. Here we use only the
first part, but we will need the full result later so we quote it here.
LEMMA 3.8. Let En, n ~ 0, be a sequence of compact sets in C, and let
f: C -+ C be a continuous function such that
Then there exists C such that fn (C) E En,for n~ O.
If f is also meromorphic and En n J( f) =f 0 for n .~ 0, then there exists
C E Hf) such that fn(C) E En,for n~ 0.
We now describe a rule for constructing sequences of non-negative
integers, ~= 505152000, such that
• the itinerary of any point z E C satisfies the rule, and
Constructing
integer sequences
corresponding to
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• with limited exceptions, any integer sequence constructed ac-
cording to the rule corresponds to the itinerary of some point
zE C.
Our rule is that, for each n :;:::0, we derive sn+ 1 from Sn as follows:
(1) if Sn = mU) for some j :;:::0, then
Sn+l E {O,1,2, ... ,m(j),mU) + 1};
(2) otherwise, sn+ 1 = Sn + 1.
The itinerary of any point z E C satisfies this rule by Lemma 3.7,
since:
On the other hand, if §. is an integer sequence constructed according
to this rule, and we put En = Bsn for n :;:::0, then it follows from
Lemma 3.7 that the sequence of compact sets (En)n~o and the func-
tion f satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.8. Hence there exists a point
z E Eo = Bsc such that fn(z) E En = Bsn, for n :;:::0.
However, the itineraries of points are defined relative to the sets
Bm, m:;:::0, which partition the plane, rather than relative to the com-
pact sets Bm = Bm U Lm we have used in the construction of points
corresponding to integer sequences. However, if any iterate of a point
lies in Lm for some m :;:::0, then all subsequent iterates also lie in a
fundamental loop by (3.9). Thus the only situation in which an inte-
ger sequence constructed according to our rule may not coincide with
the itinerary of a point derived from the sequence by using Lemma
3.8 is where the orbit of the point ends on the fundamental loops
(Lm)m~o,
In particular, since Lm C A(f), m:;:::0, if an integer sequence §. gives
rise to a point z in A( f) C , then the itinerary of z is §.. Furthermore, any
two points in A(f)C with different itineraries must necessarily lie in
different components of A(f)C, so all points in the same component
of A(f)C as z have itinerary §..
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.3 which states that,
if AR(f) is a spider's web, then A(f)C has uncountably many compo-
nents
(a) whose orbits are bounded,
(b) whose orbits are unbounded but contain a bounded suborbit,
and
(c) whose orbits escape to infinity.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We examine each of the orbit types (a) - (c) in
turn, showing how to construct an itinerary for a point in a compo-
nent of A(f)C with that type of orbit, and proving that there must
be uncountably many such components. Note that many alternative
constructions are possible for each orbit type.
For type (a), components with bounded orbit, we can construct an
itinerary in the following way:
• choose jo ~ 2, and put So =mOo);
• for n ~ 0:
(i) if Sn = mOo), put Sn+1 = mOo) -1;
(ii) otherwise; put Sn+ 1 = Sn + 1.
Evidently, by Lemma 3.8 and the ensuing discussion, we thereby ob-
tain a point a E Bm(jo) nA(f)C whose orbit is bounded.
To prove that there are uncountably many such points, we use an
idea from a proof by Milnor [56, Corollary 4.15, P49]. Given any fi-
nite partial itinerary SOSl ••• Sk corresponding to the first k iterations
of the point a, then for the next value of n > k for which Sn = m{jo),
instead of assigning Sn+1 the value m(jo) -1 under (i) above, we
could instead put Sn+ 1 = mOo) - 2. The remaining Sn are then cho-
sen as above. By Lemma 3.8, this sequence gives rise to another point
a' E Bm(jo} n A(f)C with the same finite partial itinerary SOS1 ••• Sk
as a, but with an ultimately different bounded orbit.
Thus the finite partial itinerary SOSl ... Sk can be extended in two
different ways to yield two further finite partial itineraries, each of
which may again be extended in the same way. By continuing this pro-
: cess, it follows that SOS1 ••• Sk can be extended in uncountably many
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ways, and Lemma 3.8 shows that each resulting infinite itinerary cor-
responds to a distinct point in Bm(jo) nA(f)c. Since any two points
in A(f)C with different itineraries must lie in different components
of A(f)C, it follows that there are uncountably many components of
A(f)c with bounded orbits.
To construct an itinerary of type (b), i.e. for a component of A(f)C
whose orbit is unbounded but contains a bounded suborbit, we can
proceed as follows:
• put So = 0;
• for n ~ 0:
(i) if there exists j ~ 2 such that Sn = rnfj] and Si =1= mU) for
i = 0,1,2, . '" n - 1,put Sn+ 1 = 0;
(ii) otherwise, put Sn+ 1 = Sn + 1.
By Lemma 3.8, we thereby obtain a point b E Bo n A(f)C whose
orbit is unbounded, but which visits Bo infinitely often. Evidently, at
any stage when the orbit returns to Bo, we could equally well have
returned it to B1, and it therefore follows by the same argument as
for type (a) that there are uncountably many components of A(f)C
with orbits of type (b).
Finally, consider type (c), i.e. components of A(f)C whose orbits
escape to infinity.
For each i E N,let h be the largest value of j such that
or, if no such values of j exist, let h = O.Let I be the smallest value of
i for which h =1= o.
Toconstruct an itinerary of type (c),our procedure is:
• put So =m(jd;
• for n ~ 0:
(i) if Sn = m(jd for some i ~ I, and if n ::::;2i - I, put Sn+ 1 =
mOdi
(H) otherwise, put Sn+ 1 =~n + 1.
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The purpose of this construction is to keep the orbit of the con-
structed point within the closure of Bm(h)' i ~ I, until at least 2i- I
iterations have taken place. To see that a point z with such an itinerary
lies in A(f) C , note that for all i ~I,
(3.10)
It follows that there is no value of t E 1Nsuch that
since putting i = 1+ t contradicts (3.10). Thus, from the definition,
z ~ A(f).
Hence, by Lemma 3.8, we obtain a point C E BmUIl n A(f)C which
escapes to infinity. If we are given any finite partial itinerary SOSl ••• Sk
corresponding to the first k iterations of c, then for the next value of
n > k such that, for some i~I,
Sn =mOd and n = 2i- 1+ 1,
instead of applying (ii) above, we could equally putsn+ 1 = mOd.
The finite partial itinerary SOS1 ••• Sk can therefore be extended in
two different ways to yield two further finite partial itineraries, cor-
responding to two different points in BmUIl n A(f)C with the same
initial iteration sequence, but with ultimately different orbits escap-
ing to infinity. Thus, using the same argument as previously, there
are uncountably many components of A(f)C with orbits of type (c).
This completes the proof. 0
REMARK. The method of proof of Theorem 1..3can also be applied to
show the existence of components of A(f)C with other types of orbits.
For example, using [72, Theorem 1]; we can adapt the proof for orbits
of type (c) to show that, if f is a transcendental entire function such
that AR(f) is a spider's web, then there are uncountably many com-
ponents K of A(f)C whose orbits escape to infinity arbitrarily slowly,
in the sense that if (an) is any positive sequence such that an -* 00
/! as n -* 00, then Ifn(z)1 ~ an for sufficiently large n and for all z E K.
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3.5 COMPONENTS OF A(f)C WITH BOUNDED ORBITS
In this section, we again assume that f is a transcendental entire func-
tion such that AR(f) is a spider's web, and we examine further the
components of A(f)C with bounded orbits. We show that, in this case,
we can say much more about the nature of such components than
is given by Theorem 1.2. We do this by following a method used by
Kisaka [46] and, in a different context, by Eremenko and Lyubich [36]
and by Zheng [91]. The method makes use of polynomial-like map-
pings - see Section 2.4 for the definition of a polynomial-like mapping
and its filled Julia set, and a brief introduction to their properties.
Building on results in [45], Kisaka proved in [46, Theorem A] that,
if f is a transcendental entire function with a multiply connected Fa-
tou component, and C is a component of J(f) with bounded orbit,
then there is a polynomial 9 such that C is quasiconformally home-
omorphic to a component of the Julia set of g. Moreover, he proved
that
(i) if the complement of C is connected, then C is a buried compo-
nent of J(f), and
(ii) if C is a wandering component of J(f), then C is a buried single-
ton component of J(f).
Eremenko and Lyubich [36] and Zheng [91] used a similar technique
to obtain results about Fatou components with unbounded orbits for
certain transcendental entire functions (see our remark following the
proof of Theorem 1.6 below for further details).
We now prove results analogous to those of Kisaka, eut expressed
in terms of components of A(f)C rather than of J(f), and with f be-
longing to the wider class of transcendental entire functions for which
AR (f) is a spider's web.
Note that Theorem 1.2(b) and (c) already gives us an analogue of (i)
in Kisaka's result. Indeed, it does more, for there we do not assume
that the component of A(f)C has bounded orbit.
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We now prove Theorem 1.5, which establishes the existence of
a quasiconformal conjugacy with a polynomial for components of
A(f)C with bounded orbit when AR(f) is a spider's web.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let K be a component of A(f)C with bounded
orbit, and let the sequences of fundamental holes and loops for AR(f)
be (Hn)n~o and (Ln)n~o respectively.
Since f is transcendental and the orbit of K is bounded, it follows
from Lemma 3.3 parts (a) and (c) that we may choose mEN so large
that the orbit of K lies in Hm, and such that f is a proper map of Hm
onto Hm+ 1 of degree at least 2. It then follows from Lemma 3.3(d)
that there exists N EN such that
• fN is a proper map of Hm onto Hm+ N and of Hm+ N onto
Hm+2N of degree at least 2, and
• we have Lm+N n Lm = 0 and Lm+2N n Lm+N = 0.
Now let y be a smooth Jordan curve in Hm+2N that surrounds
Hm+ N and does not meet any of the critical values of fN, and let V
be the bounded component of yC, so that
Define U to be the component of f-N (V) that contains Hm (and
hence.the orbit of K). Then U lies in the component of f-N (Hm+2N)
that contains Hm, i.e. U c Hm+N, and so we have U C V. Further-
more, U is simply connected, and fN : U -t V is a proper map of
degree at least 2. Since V is bounded by a smooth Jordan curve that
does not meet any of the critical values of fN, it follows that U is
also bounded by a smooth Jordan curve. We have therefore estab-
lished that the conditions of Definition 2.11 are satisfied, so the triple
(fN; u,V) is a polynomial-like mapping of degree at least 2.
Now the set U consists of a collection of components (or parts
of components) of A( f')", together with a bounded subset of A( f).
Clearly points in A(f) cannot lie in the filled Julia set K(fN;U, V) of
the polynomial-like mapping (fN; U, V), but points in A(f)c may do
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so. In particular, since the orbit of the component K under iteration
by f lies in U, it must also lie in K(fN;U, V).
Indeed, sincef maps every component of A(f)C onto another such
component (Theorem 3.6), and points in A(f) cannot lie in K(fN; U, V),
it follows that every component of A(f)C in the orbit of K must be a
distinct component of K(fN;U, V). Now, by Douady and Hubbard's
Straightening Theorem (Theorem 2.12), there is a polynomial 9 of
degree at least 2 such that K(fN;U, V) is quasiconformally homeo-
morphic to the filled Julia set of g, and thus it follows that each com-
ponent of A(f)C in the orbit of K is quasiconformally homeomorphic
to a component of the filled Julia set of g. 0
The existence of the quasiconformal mapping in Theorem 1.5 en-
ables us to use the following recent results from polynomial dynam-
ics to draw some further conclusions.
1'HEOREM3.9 (Kozlovski and van Strien [48], Qiu and Yin [65]). For a
non-linear polynomial g, a component of the filled Julia set K (g) is a single-
ton if and only if its orbit includes no periodic component of K (g) containing
a critical point.
THEOREM3.10 (Roesch and Yin [76, 77]). If 9 is a non-linear polynomial,
then any bounded component ofF(g) which is not a Siegel disc is a Jordan
domain.
As before, let f be a transcendental entire function, let R > 0 be
such that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web. We
prove Theorem 1.6, which states the following.
(a) If K is a component of A(f)C with bounded orbit, then
(i) the component K is a singleton if and only if the orbit of K
includes no periodic component of A(f)C containing a crit-
ical point. In particular, if K is a wandering component of
A(f)C, then K is a singleton.
(ii) the interior of K is either empty or consists of non-wandering
Fatou components. If these Fatou components are not Siegel
discs, then they are Jordan domains.
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(b) All except at most countably many of the components of A(f)C
with bounded orbits are singletons.
Note that part (a)(i) of Theorem 1.6 is an analogue of (ii) in Kisaka's
result.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let K be a component of A(f)C with bounded
orbit. Then, by Theorem 1.5, any component of A(f)C in the orbit of
K is quasiconformally homeomorphic to a component of the filled
Julia set of some non-linear polynomial g. Since periodic orbits and
critical points are preserved by the homeomorphism, it follows from
Theorem 3.9 that K is a singleton if and only if its orbit includes no
periodic component of A(f)C containing a critical point. Wandering
components of A(f)C clearly have no periodic components in their
orbit, so if K is a wandering component, then it must be a singleton.
This proves part (a)(i).
To prove part (a)(ii), let K again denote a component of A(f)C with
bounded orbit. If the interior of K is non-empty, then by Theorem 1.2
the interior must consist of one or more components of F(f). Now the
quasiconformal homeomorphism obtained in the proof of Theorem
1.5 maps the interior of a component of A(f)C onto the interior of a
component of the filled Julia set of a non-linear polynomial g, which
consists of Fatou components of 9 that must be non-wandering by
Sullivan's theorem [85]. Part (a)(ii) now follows immediately from
Theorem 3.10, since Siegel discs and Jordan curves are clearly pre-
served by the homeomorphism.
Part (b) follows from part (a)(i) because f has only countably many
critical points. 0
REMARKS. 1. In [91, Theorem 3], Zheng used a method similar to that
adopted in the proof of Theorem 1.5 to show that, if f is a transcen-
dental entire function with a multiply connected Fatou component,
and if U is any wandering Fatou component, then there exists a
subsequence fnk of (f" )nEIN such that fnk lu -+ 00 as k -+ 00. Thus,
the orbit of every wandering Fatou component is unbounded.
Zheng's results on
wandering Fatou
components
Singleton periodic
components of
A(f)C are dense in
the Julia set
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Note that it follows from our Theorem 1.6(a)(ii) that the orbit of
every wandering Fatou component is unbounded whenever AR (f)
is a spider's web.
In [91, Theorem 4], Zheng used the same method as in his The-
orem 3 to show that every wandering Fatou component has an
unbounded orbit for transcendental entire functions such that
m(r, f) > r, for an unbounded sequence of r. (3.11)
A discussion of the same idea also appears in Eremenko and Lyu-
bich [36]. The proof of this result can readily be adapted to show
that the orbit of every wandering Fatou component is unbounded
if f is strongly polynomial-like (see Definition 1.9 and Section 4.3).
This result would then cover those transcendental entire functions
for which (3.11) holds, as well as those for which AR(f) is a spi-
der's web.
2. It follows from Theorem 1.6(a)(ii) that, if f is a transcendental en-
tire function such that AR(f) is a spider's web, then the boundary
of each Fatou component in an attracting or parabolic basin is a
Jordan curve. As an example of this, the function
1
f(z) = -(COSZ1/4 +COShzl/4)
2
has an AR(f) spider's web and also a real attracting fixed point
whose immediate basin of attraction must be bounded by a Jordan
curve; see [73, Figure 1] for an illustration of AR(f) for the above
function which shows this basin.
3.6 PERIODIC COMPONENTS OF A(f)C
In this section we prove Theorem 1.7 which states that, if AR(f) is
a spider's web, then A(f)C has singleton periodic components and
these components are dense in J (f).
Dominguez [281 has shown that, if f is a transcendental entire func-
tion with a multiply connected Fatou component, then J(f) has buried
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singleton components, and such components are dense in H f) (see
also [29]). Our proof of Theorem 1.7 is based on earlier results from
this chapter and on the method used by Bergweiler [16] in his alter-
native proof of Dominguez' result. The method relies on a corollary
of the Ahlfors five islands theorem - see Section 2.5 for a brief intro-
duction to this theorem and a statement of the corollary (Proposition
2.14)·
Proof of Theorem 1.7. It follows from Theorems 1.3(a) and 1.6(b) that,
if AR(f) is a spider's web, then there are uncountably many singleton
components of A(f)C, and by Theorem 1.2 these lie in [If'},
Now J(f) is the closure of the backwards orbit O-(z) of any non-
exceptional point Z E [If'). Since f is an open mapping and A(f)
is completely invariant, the preimages of singleton components of
A(f)C are themselves singleton components of A(f)C, and it therefore
follows that singleton components of A(f) C are dense in J (f).
We now claim that singleton periodic components of A( f)c are dense
in J(f).
To prove this, let W be any neighbourhood of a point W E J (f).
Then since J (f) is perfect, W contains infinitely many points in J (f).
Thus there exist Wj E Hf),j E {1,2,3} and £ > 0 such that the Jordan
domains Dj = B(wj, £) have pairwise disjoint closures and lie in W.
Now since singleton components of A(f)C are dense in Hf), for
j E {1,2,3} there exist singleton components {Zj} of A(f)C such that
Zj E Dj, Moreover, by Theorem 1.2(b), there are closed subsets Xj of
A(f) n J(f) lying in D, and surrounding Zj. Let Vj be the bounded
complementary component of Xj containing Zj. Then aVj c A( f)
and, since Zj E J(f), it follows that Vb V2, V3 are domains satisfy-
ing Vj n J(f) =1= 0 for j E {l, 2, 3}. Thus we may apply Proposition
2.14, obtaining 11E {1,2,3}, n E N and a domain U C VIJ. such that
fn : U -r D IJ.is conformal.
Now let <l> be the branch of the inverse function f-n which maps
D IJ.onto U. Then et> must have a fixed point Zo E U C V IJ.' Further-
more, by the Schwarz lemma, this fixed point must be attracting, and
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because ¢(DIJ-) = U where U is a compact subset of DIJ-,we have that
¢k(z) -+ Zo as k -+ 00, uniformly for z E DIJ-.
Since Zo is an attracting fixed point of ¢, it is' a repelling fixed
point of fn and hence a repelling periodic point of f. Thus Zo lies in
Hf) nA(f)c.
Now Zo = ¢k(ZO) E ¢k(VIJ-) for all kEN, and diam ¢k(VIJ-) -+ 0
as k -+ 00. It follows that
n ¢k(VIJ-) = {zo}.
kEN
Since av IJ-lies in A( f), which is completely invariant, and ¢ is confor-
mal, we have a¢k(VIJ-) = ¢k(aVIJ-) C A(f) for all kEN. But ¢k(avlJ-)
surrounds Zo for all kEN, so {zo} must be a singleton component of
A(f)C by (3.12).
We have therefore shown that, in any neighbourhood of an arbi-
trary point of J(f), there is a singleton component of A(f)C that is also
a repelling periodic point of f. This proves the claim.
To complete the proof of the theorem, note finally that if f has a
multiply connected Fatou component, then it follows from Theorem
1.2(C) that the singleton periodic components of A(f)C constructed
above are buried components of J (f). 0
CONNECTEDNESS PROPERTIES OF THE SET OF
POINTS WHOSE ORBITS ARE BOUNDED
In this chapter, we prove our results on the connectedness properties
of the set
K(f)= [z E C : (fn(Z))nEN is bounded},
that is, the set of points whose orbits are bounded under iteration,
where f is a transcendental entire function. In particular, we prove
new results on the number of components of K(f), and we exhibit
a class of transcendental entire functions (which we call strongly
polynomial-like functions) for which K(f) is totally disconnected if
and only if each component of K(f) containing a critical point is ape-
riodic.
Recall from Definition 1.9 that a transcendental entire function f is
strongly polynomial-like if there exist sequences (Vn), (Wn )of bounded,
simply connected domains with smooth boundaries such that
Vn C Vn+l and Wn C Wn+l forn E N, (4.1)
U v, = U w, =C, (4.2)
nEN nEN
and each of the triples (f;Vn, Wn) is a polynomial-like mapping (for
the definition of a polynomial-like mapping, see Section 2.4).
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, we
prove Theorem 1.11 and Corollary 1.12, on the properties of compo-
nents of K(f) for strongly polynomial-like functions. Section 4.2 con-
tains the proofs of our results on the number of components of K(f)
(Theorems 1.8and 1.10). InSection 4.3we prove Theorem 1.13,which
gives an alternative characterisation of strongly polynomial-like func-
tions, and Theorem 1.14, which exhibits several types of function with
this property. In Section 4.4, we give examples of transcendental en-
r.
4
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tire functions for which K(f) is totally disconnected. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4.5, we use quasiconformal surgery to construct a transcendental
entire function for which K(f) has a component with empty interior
which is not a singleton.
REMARK. In the following notes, we clarify the relationship between
the results proved in this chapter for strongly polynomial-like func-
tions, and earlier results for transcendental entire functions with the
property that AR(f) is a spider's web.
• It follows from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 1.13 that, if AR(f) is a
spider's web, then f is strongly polynomial-like. However, the
converse is not true - see [75, Theorem 1.2].
• Theorem 1.14 is similar to [73, Theorem 1.9], which gave various
classes of functions for which AR(f) is a spider's web. However,
in Theorem 1.14 we do not need the additional regular growth
condition that was required for several of the function classes
in [73, Theorem 1.9]·
• We claim that, if AR(f) is a spider's web, then K is a component
of K(f) if and only if K is a component of A(f)c with bounded or-
bit. Thus Theorem 1.11 is a generalisation to strongly polynomial-
like functions of results previously proved for functions with an
AR(f) spider's web in Theorem 1.6.
To show that the claim is true, assume that AR(f) is a spider's
web and let Kbe a component of K(f). Then the orbit of Kmust
lie in some bounded, simply connected domain Gwhose bound-
ary is in A(f). Clearly K c A for some component A of A(f)C,
and ifA =f Kthen A \ Kmust contain a point z whose orbit is un-
bounded. However, we would then have that, for some nE N,
fn(K) c G but fn(z) E C \ G, which is a contradiction because
fn(A) cannot meet aGo Since it is easy to see that every compo-
nent of A(f)c with bounded orbit is a component of K(f), this
establishes the claim.
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4.1 PROOFS OF THEOREM 1.11 AND COROLLARY 1.12
We now prove our results on the properties of components of K(f)
for strongly polynomial-like functions (Theorem 1.11 and Corollary
1.12).
Our proof makes use of the following topological result.
LEMMA 4.1. A countable union of compact, totally disconnected subsets of
C is totally disconnected.
Proof This is an immediate consequence of the following results, which
may be found in Hurewicz and Wallman [42, Chapter II]:
• a compact, separable metric space is totally disconnected if and
only if it is O-dimensional;
• if a separable metric space is the countable union of O-dimensional
closed subsets of itself, then it is O-dimensional;
• every O-dimensional, separable metric space is totally discon-
nected.
Here, a non-empty space is O-dimensional if each of its points has arbi-
trarily small neighbourhoods with empty boundaries. 0
We also need the recent results from polynomial dynamics quoted
in Chapter 3, namely Theorem 3.9, the proof of the Branner-Hubbard
conjecture (a component of the filled Julia set of a non-linear polyno-
mial is a singleton if and only if its orbit includes no periodic com-
ponent containing a critical point) and Theorem 3.10 (any bounded
Fatou component of a non-linear polynomial which is not a Siegel
disc is a Jordan domain).
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.11which says that, if
f is a strongly polynomial-like transcendental entire function and K
is a component of K(f), then the following properties hold.
(a) The component K is a singleton if and only if the orbit of K in-
cludes no periodic component of K(f) containing a critical point.
In particular, if K is a wandering component of K(f), then K is a
singleton.
Restatement of
Theorem 1.11
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(b) The interior of K is either empty or consists of bounded, non-
wandering Fatou components. If these Fatou components are not
Siegel discs, then they are Jordan domains.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. Since f is strongly polynomial-like, it follows
that there exist sequences (Vn), (Wn) of bounded, simply connected
domains with smooth boundaries satisfying (4.1) and (4-2), and such
that each of the triples (f; Vn,Wn) is a polynomial-like mapping.
Let K(f;Vn, Wn) denote the filled Julia set of the polynomial-like
mapping (f;Vn, Wn). Then clearly we have
K(f;Vn,Wn) c K(f;Vn+l,Wn+l), for n s N,
and
K(f) = U K(f;Vn, Wn)·
nElN
To prove part (a), first let K be a component of K(f) whose orbit
includes no periodic component of K(f) containing a critical point.
We show that Kmust be a singleton.
For each nE N, define
Then K = UnElNKn, and since any component of K(f;Vn, Wn) must
lie in a single component of K(f) it follows that, where Kn.=f 0, each
component of Kn must be a component of K(f;Vn, Wn). In particular,
each component of Kn must be compact.
Moreover, no component of Kn can have an orbit which includes
a periodic component of K(f;Vn, Wn) containing a criticalpoint, For
any such periodic component of K(f;Vn, Wn) would lie in a periodic
component of K(f), and since Kn C K, the orbit of K would then
include a periodic component of K(f) containing a critical point, con-
trary to our assumption.
Now it follows from Douady and Hubbard's Straightening Theo-
rem (Theorem 2.12) that, for each n E N, there exists a quasiconfor-
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mal mapping <Pn: C --+ C and a polynomial 9n of the same degree
as (f;Vn, Wn) such that <Pn0 f = 9n 0 <Pnon Vn, and
where K(9n) is the filled Julia set of the polynomial 9n.
Thus it follows from (4-4) and Theorem 3.9, and the fact that criti-
cal points are preserved by the quasiconformal mapping, that every
component of Kn is a singleton, Le. Kn is totally disconnected, for
each nE IN. Lemma 4.1 now gives that K is totally disconnected, and
since K is connected it must be a singleton.
For the converse, suppose now that a component K of K(f) is a
singleton. Then it follows from (4.3) that there exists N E lN such that
K is a singleton component of K(f;Vn, Wn) for all n ;;::N. Thus, by
(4.4) and Theorem 3.9, for each n ;;::N the orbit of K can include no
periodic component of K(f; Vn,Wn) containing a critical point. The
desired converse now follows from (4.3).
Finally, since by definition the orbit of a wandering component of
K(f) contains no periodic component, it follows that every wandering
component of K(f) is a singleton. This completes the proof of part (a).
To prove part (b) note first that, for any transcendental entire func-
tion f, since Hf) = oK(f) it is immediate that for any component K of
K(f) we have oK c Hf) and int(K) C F(f}.
Now let f be strongly polynomial-like, and let K be a component
of K(f} with non-empty interior. As in the proof of part (a), we write
K=UnEN Kn where
so Kn has non-empty interior for sufficiently large n. Then, since ev-
ery component of Kn is a component of K(f;Vn, Wn}, it follows from
(4.4) that the interior of a component of Kn is quasiconformally home-
omorphic to the interior of a component of the filled Julia set K{9n)
of the polynomial 9n, which consists of bounded Fatou components
that are non-wandering by Sullivan's theorem [85]. Evidently, there-
fore, if a Fatou component U of f meets Kn, we have U C Kn, and
Properties of the
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it follows that all Fatou components in K(f) are bounded and non-
wandering. Since Siegel discs and Jordan curves are preserved by the
quasiconformal mapping, the remainder of part (b)'now follows from
Theorem 3.10. 0
We now prove Corollary 1.12 which states that, if f is a strongly
polynomial-like transcendental entire function then
(a) all except at most countably many components of K(f) are single-
tons, and
(b) K(f) is totally disconnected if and only if each component of K(f)
containing a critical point is aperiodic.
Proof of Corollary 1.12. Since f is strongly polynomial-like, it follows
from Theorem 1.11(a) that a component K of K(f) is a singleton un-
less the orbit of K includes a periodic component of K(f) containing a
critical point. Part (a) now follows because f can have at most count-
ably many critical points.
If K(f) is totally disconnected then all of its components are single-
tons, so part (b) follows immediately from Theorem l.11(a). 0
REMARK. Zheng [go, Theorem 2], [91, Theorem 4] has shown that,
if f is a transcendental entire function for which there exists an un-
bounded sequence (Tn) of positive real numbers such that
and if U is a component of F(f), then
(i) if U contains a point Zo such that {fn(zo) : n E :lNj is bounded,
then U is bounded, and
(ii) if U is wandering, then there exists a subsequence of fn on U
tending to 00.
It follows that, for such functions, the interior of K(f) consists of
bounded, non-wandering Fatou components. As these functions are
strongly polynomial-like by Theorem 1.14, the first part of Theorem
r.rrfb) is a generalisation of Zhent?'s results.
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4.2 PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.8 AND 1.10
In this section we prove Theorems 1.8 and 1.10, which concern the
number of components of K(f) and K(f) n J(f) when f is a transcen-
dental entire function.
Theorem 1.8 states that, for a transcendental entire function f, the
set K(f) is either connected or has infinitely many components. This
is a consequence of the following result due to Rippon and Stallard.
Recall that E(f) is the exceptional set of f, Le. the set of points with
a finite backwards orbit under f (which for a transcendental entire
function contains at most one point).
THEOREM 4.2. [74, Theorem 5.2] Let f be a transcendental entire function.
Suppose that the set S is completely invariant under f, and that J (f)
S n J (f). Then exactly one of the following holds:
(1) S is connected;
(2) S has exactly two components, one of which is a singleton {a}, where a
is afixed point of f and a E E(f)nF(f);
(3) S has infinitely many components.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Since K(f) is completely invariant and dense in
J( f), it is evident that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 hold with S = K(f).
Case (2) cannot occur since if Z E F(f) has bounded orbit, then so does
a neighbourhood of z in F(f). 0
Theorem 1.10 gives a new result on components of K(f) n J(f) for
a general transcendental entire function, and also shows that we can
improve on Theorem 1.8 for strongly polynomial-like functions. The
statement of the theorem is as follows. Let f be a transcendental entire
function. Then:
(a) Either K(fln Hf) is connected, or else every neighbourhood of a
point in J(f) meets uncountably many components of K(f) nJ(f).
(b) If f is strongly polynomial-like then either K(f) is connected, or
else every neighbourhood of a point in J (f) meets uncountably
many components of K(f).
Components ofK(f)
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In our proof of this result, we will need to call upon a result of Rip-
pon and Stallard quoted inChapter 3 (Lemma 3.8), and the followirtg
topological lemma due to Rempe.
LEMMA 4-3. [68, Lemma 3.1J Let C c C. Then C is disconnected if and
only if there is a closed connected set Ace such that C n A = 0 and at
least two different connected components of C \ A intersect c.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. We first prove part (a). If K(f) n J(f) is discon-
nected, then it follows from Lemma 4-3 that there exists a continuum
r c (K(f) n J(f))C with two complementary components, G, and G2
say, each of which contains points in K(f) n J( f) (see Figure 2).
re (K(f) n J(f))C
nH2
~(f)nJ(f)
Figure 2: Proof of Theorem 1.1O(a).
Suppose, then, that Zi E Gi n K(f) n J(f) for i = 1,2, and let Hi be a
bounded open neighbourhood of Zi compactly contained in Gi. Since
J( f) is perfect we may without loss of generality assume that neither
H, nor H2 meets E(f).
Now let z be an arbitrary point in J( f), and let V be a bounded
open neighbourhood of z. Then, by the blowing up property of J (f)
(Lemma 2.2(d)), there exists K E IN such that
for all k ~ K.Furthermore, there exists M ~ K such that
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for all m ~ M.
Now let s = Sl S2S3 .. ' be an infinite sequence of ls and 2s. We
show that each such sequence S can be associated with the orbit of a
point in V n K(f) n J(f), as follows.
Put So = V and, for n E N, put Sn = Hi if Sn = i. It follows from
(4.5), (4.6) and Lemma 3.8 that there exists a point (,S E J(f) such that
fMn((,s) E Sn for n ~ O. In particular, (,S E V. Furthermore, for all
k ~ 0 we have
M-1
fk((,s)E U fj(V)Ufi(H1UH2),
j=O
so (,S has bounded orbit and thus lies in K(f).
Now the points in V n K(f) n J(f) whose orbits are associated with
two different infinite sequences of 1sand 2s must lie in different com-
ponents of K(f) n J(f). For if two such sequences first differ in the
Nth term, then the MNth iterate of one point will lie in G1 and the
other in G2. Thus, if the two points were in the same component K
of K(f) nHf), then fMN (K) would meet r c (K(f) n J(f))e, which is a
contradiction.
Now there are uncountably many possible infinite sequences of 1s
and 2s, so we have shown that every neighbourhood of an arbitrary
point in J(f) meets uncountably many components of K(f) n J(f), as
required.
The proof of part (b) is similar, but we now make the additional
assumption that f is strongly polynomial-like. Since we are assuming
that K(f) is disconnected, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that there is a
continuum in K(f)C with two complementary components, each of
which contains points in K(f). As in the proof of part (a), we label the
continuum r and the complementary components Gl and G2.
We show that, in fact, each of G1 and G2 must contain points in
K(f) nHf). For if not, Gi C F(f) for some i E {1,2}. However, since
f is strongly polynomial-like, it follows from Theorem 1.11(b) that
the Fatou component U containing Gi must be bounded and non-
wandering, so that U C K(f). Thus U c Gi,which is a contradiction.
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So, as before, we may choose Zi E Gi n K (f) n J(f) for i = 1,2, and
bounded open neighbourhoods Hi of Zi compactly contained in Gi.
The proof now proceeds exactly as for the proof of part (a), but we
conclude that points in VnK( f) whose orbits are associated with two
different infinite sequences of 1sand 2s must lie in different com-
ponents of K(f). It follows that every neighbourhood of an arbitrary
point in Hf) meets uncountably many components of K(f). D
REMARKS.1. We note that K (f) n J (f) can be connected, for example
when f(z) = sin z, For in proving the connectedness of J(f) in [28,
Theorem 4.1], Dominguez also showed that the union E of the
boundaries of all Fatou components is connected. Since, for this
function, all Fatou components are bounded and F(f) c K(f), it
follows that E c K(f) nHf) c J(f) and hence that K(f) nHf) is
connected. A similar argument shows that K (f) is connected.
2. We know of no example of a strongly polynomial-like function f
for which K (f) is connected.
3. It follows from Theorem 1.1O(b)and Corollary 1.12(a) that, if f is
strongly polynomial-like and K(f) is disconnected, then K(f) has
uncountably many singleton components.
4.3 STRONGLYPOLYNOMIAL-LIKEFUNCTIONS
In this section we prove Theorem 1.13, which gives a useful equiva-
lent characterization of a strongly polynomial-like function, and The-
orem 1.14, which gives several large classes of transcendental entire
functions which are strongly polynomial-like.
Recall that Theorem 1.13 says that a transcendental entire function
f is strongly polynomial-like if and only if there exists a sequence of
bounded, simply connected domains (Dn)nElN such that
• Dn c Dn+ 1, for n E lN,
• UnElN On =C, and
• f(oDn) surrounds On, for n E IN.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1]. First, suppose that f is strongly polynomial-like
and let (Vn),(Wn) be the sequences of bounded, simply connected
domains in Definition 1.9.Since (f;Vn.. Wn) is a polynomial-like map-
ping, it follows that Vn C Wn and f(aVn) = aWn, for nE N. More-
over, taking a subsequence of (Vn)nEIN if necessary, we can assume
that Wn C Vn+ 1 for nE N. Putting Dn = Vn for nE N then gives a
sequence of domains with the properties stated in the theorem.
For the converse, let (Dn)nEIN be a sequence of bounded, simply
connected domains with the properties stated in the theorem. Since
f(Dn) is bounded, we may assume without loss of generality that
f(Dn) C Dn+l, for nE N.
Now, for each nE N, let rn be a smooth Jordan curve that surrounds
Dn+ 1 and lies in the complementary component of f(aDn+ 1) contain-
ing Dn+ 1 (see Figure 3). Observe that it follows from the properties of
the sequence (Dn)nEIN that f has no finite asymptotic values. Further-
more, we may assume that each rn does not meet any of the critical
values of f.
f(aDn+l )
Figure 3: Proof of Theorem 1.13 - an alternative characterisation of strongly
polynomial-like functions.
I)
A sufficient
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Let Wn denote the bounded complementary component of rn- Then
Wn contains Dn+ 1 and hence f(Dn) by (4.7). Thus there is a compo-
nent Vn of f-1 (Wn) that contains Dn. Furthermore, f: Vn -+ Wn is
a proper mapping, and since f is transcendental we may assume that
the degree of this mapping is at least 2.
We claim thatVn C Wn. For suppose not. Then since aDn+l C w,
and Dn C Vn nDn+ 1 we must have Vn n aDn+ 1 i= 0. However, if
C, E Vn n aDn+ 1 then it follows that f( C,) E Wn n f(aDn+ 1), which
contradicts the fact that Wn and f(aDn+ 1) are disjoint.
Moreover, Vn is simply connected. For suppose that Vn is multiply
connected, and let l' be a Jordan curve in v; which is not null ho-
motopic there. Let G be the bounded complementary component of
1', so that G contains a component of avn. Now since f is a proper
mapping we have f(aVn) = rn = aWn, so f(G) n rn i= 0, which is im-
possible because fey) C Wn and f(G) is bounded. Thus Vn is indeed
simply connected, and since rn meets no critical values of f, aVn is a
smooth Jordan curve.
This establishes that, for each n E N, the triple (f;Vn,Wn) is a
polynomial-like mapping. Furthermore, it follows from the construc-
tion that the sequences (Vn) and (Wn) have the properties in Defini-
tion 1.9. This completes the proof. 0
We now turn to Theorem 1.14, which gives a sufficient condition for
a transcendental entire function to be strongly polynomial-like, and
lists a number of classes of functions for which this condition holds.
The sufficient condition is proved in the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.4. A transcendental entire function f is strongly p~lynomial-like
if there exists an unbounded sequence (rn) of positive real 'numbers such
that
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that the sequence
(rn) is strictly increasing. Putting Dn = {z : [z]< rn}, we then have
Dn C Dn+" for n E N, and UnEN Dn = C Moreover, since a tran-
scendental entire function always has points of period 2, f(aDn) must
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surround On for sufficiently large n. The result now follows from
Theorem 1.13.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.14, we discuss in turn each of
the four classes of functions listed in the theorem and show that they
meet the condition in Lemma 404-
First, we consider transcendental entire functions with a multiply
connected Fatou component (Theorem 1.14(a». Recall that we gave
the basic properties of such components, proved by Baker, in Lemma
2.7. Later results have shown that the iterates of a multiply connected
Fatou component eventually contain very large annuli. The follow-
ing special case of a result of Zheng [92] is quoted in this form by
Bergweiler, Rippon and Stallard in [21].
LEMMA 4.5. Let f be a transcendental entire junction with a multiply con-
nected Fatou component U. If A c U is a domain containing a closed curve
that is not null-homotopic in U then, for sufficiently largenE 1N,
where i3n/(Xn -+ 00 as n -+ 00.
Maintaining the notation of Lemmas 2.7 and 4.5, it follows that, for
sufficiently large n,
fn+ 1 (U) surrounds fn(U) which contains {z E C : (Xn< [z] < i3n}.
Thus, for these values of n, m(r, f) > r whenever (Xn < r < i3n, so the
condition in Lemma 4.4 is satisfied.
Next, we consider transcendental entire functions of growth not
exceeding order i, minimal type (Theorem 1.14(b». The order p(f),
lower order A( f) and type '1'( f) of an entire function f are defined by
(f) '-1' log log M(r, f)p .- Imsup 1 '
. r--+oo ogr
A(f) := liminf log log M(r, f),
r-s co log r
/;
o
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and
(f) 1· log M(r, f)'t := lmsup .
T-+oo rP
If 't( f) = 0, f is said to be of minimal type.
The following lemma implies Theorem 1.14(b) immediately.
LEMMA 4.6. Let f be a transcendental entire function of growth not exceed-
ing order 1,minimal type, and let nE {O, 1, ... }. Then
1. m(r, f)im sup = 00.
T-+oo rn
This well-known result is proved for the case n = 0 and p( f) < 1in
[87, p. 274]·The proof in the case of order 1,minimal type, is similar,
and the case n > 0 follows by a standard argument; see, for example,
[41, P·193]·
Finally, we consider transcendental entire functions of finite order
and with Fabry gaps (Theorem 1.14(C»or which exhibit the pits effect
in the sense defined by Littlewood and Offord (Theorem 1.14(d».
A transcendental entire function f has Fabry gaps if
00
f(z) = L akznk,
k=O
where nk/k -+ 00 as k -+ 00. Loosely speaking, a function exhibits
the pits effect if it has very large modulus except in small regions
(pits) around its zeros. Littlewood and Offord [50] showed that, if
.L~=o anzn is a transcendental entire function of order p E (0, 00 )
and lower order A> 0, and if
c= {f: f(z) = i.enanzn}
n=O
where the en take the values ±1 with equal probability, then almost
all functions in the set C show the pits effect in a way made precise in
[50]. For further discussion of the pits effect, we refer to [73, Section
8].
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It is noted in [73, Section 8] that, if f has finite order and Fabry gaps,
or if fEe exhibits the pits effect in the sense defined by Littlewood
and Offord, then for some p > 1 and all sufficiently large T,
there exists T' E (T,TP) with mtr", f) ;;:::M(T, f). (4.8)
It follows that, for these functions also, the condition in Lemma 4.4 is
satisfied. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.14.
REMARK.It is also noted in [73, Section 8] that (4.8) holds for
• certain functions of infinite order which satisfy a suitable gap
series condition, and
• functions other than those studied by Littlewood and Offord
which have a suitably strong version of the pits effect.
Evidently, these functions also are strongly polynomial-like.
4.4 EXAMPLESFORWHICH K (f) IS TOTALLYDISCONNECTED
In this section and the next we illustrate our results with a number
of examples. The examples in this section are of transcendental entire
functions for which K (f) is totally disconnected. In Section 4.5, we
give an example of a transcendental entire function for which K ( f)
has a component with empty interior which is not a singleton.
EXAMPLE4.7. Let f be the transcendental entire function constructed
by Baker and Dominguez in [8, Theorem G]. Then K(f) is totally dis-
connected.
Proof. The function f constructed in [8, Theorem G] takes the form
f(z) = k IT (1 +~) 2, 0 < Tl < T2 < "', k> 0,
n=l
where the constants k-and Tn, n EN, are chosen so that f( x) > x for
x E R and so that the annuli
An = {z: 2T~ < Izl < (Tn;l r12}
K( f) totally
disconnected: a
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and Dominguez
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are disjoint, with flAn) C An+ 1 for large n (we refer to [8, proof of
Theorem G] for details of the construction).
As noted in [8], f has order zero. Thus f is strongly polynomial-
like, by Theorem 1.14(b). Furthermore, the construction ensures that
f(x) > x for x E lR, so it is easy to see that lR C I(f). Since all critical
points of f lie on the negative real axis, it follows that none are in K(f)
and hence that K(f) is totally disconnected by Corollary 1.12(b). 0
The function in Example 4.7 has multiply connected Fatou compo-
nents. This fact gives an alternative method of showing that K(f) is
totally disconnected by using results due to Kisaka [46] (see Section
3.5 for a discussion of these results). Recall that a buried point is a
point in the Julia set that does not lie on the boundary of a Fatou
component, and that a buried component of the Julia set is a compo-
nent consisting entirely of buried points. In [46, Corollary 0] Kisaka
proved that, if a transcendental entire function has a multiply con-
nected Fatou component and each critical point has an unbounded
forward orbit, then every component of the Julia set with bounded
orbit must be a buried singleton component. In [46, Example E], he
showed that this result applies to the function f in Example 4.7. Since,
for this function, no component of J(f) with bounded orbit meets the
boundary of a Fatou component, it follows that K(f) c J(f) and hence
that K(f) is totally disconnected.
In our next example, K(f) is again totally disconnected, but this
time f has no multiply connected Fatou components.
ExAMPLE 4.8. Define f by
00 2
f(z)=I1(1+2~) .
n=l
Then K(f) is totally disconnected. Moreover, f has no multiply con-
nected Fatou components.
Proof Since f is a canonical product with zeros at z = -2n, n E N,
and LnEN 2-nlX is convergent for all (X > 0, it follows that f has
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order zero [87, p. 251] . Thus f is strongly polynomial-like by Theorem
1.14(b). Furthermore, for x E JR.,
so that JR. c I(f). Since all critical points of f lie on the negative real
axis, it follows that none of them are in K(f). Thus K(f) is totally
disconnected by Corollary r.rzfb).
Now suppose that some component U of F(f) is multiply connected.
Then, for large n, we have
fn+ 1 (U) surrounds fn(U) which surrounds 0
by Lemma 2.7, so that fn(u) contains no zeros of f for large n. How-
ever, by Lemma 4.5, fn(u) contains an annulus {z : CXn < [z] < f3n}
for large n, where f3n/cxn --+ 00 as n --+ 00. Since the zeros of f are at
z = _2n, n E IN, this is a contradiction and it follows that f has no
multiply connected Fatou components.
In Examples 4.7 and 4.8 the critical points of f lie outside K(f). This
is not essential for K(f) to be totally disconnected, and in our next
example all of the critical points are inside K(f).
EXAMPLE4.9. Let f be the transcendental entire function constructed
by Kisaka and Shishikura in [47, Theorem B]. Then K(f) is totally
disconnected. Moreover, each critical point of f lies in a strictly prepe-
riodic component of K(f).
Proof In [47, Theorem B), Kisaka and Shishikura used quasiconfor-
mal surgery to construct a transcendental entire function f with a
doubly connected Fatou component which remains doubly connected
throughout its orbit. It follows from Theorem 1.14(a) that f is strongly
polynomial-like.
Now the construction of f in [47] ensures that all the critical val-
ues of f map to 0, which is a repelling fixed point. Furthermore, each
critical value of f lies in the unbounded complementary component
of at least one doubly connected Fatou component that surrounds O.
Thus the component Ko of K(f) containing 0 cannot include a critical
o
K( f) totally
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points in K( f)
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point, for if it did f(Ko) would meet a doubly connected Fatou com-
ponent, which is a contradiction. Hence each critical point lies in a
component of K(f) which differs from Ko and is strictly preperiodic.
It follows from Corollary 1.12(b) that K(f) is totally disconnected. 0
Recall from the remarks in the introduction to this chapter that a
transcendental entire function f is strongly polynomial-like whenever
the set AR(f) is a spider's web. In fact, AR(f) is a spider's web for the
functions ineach of the above examples, as we now show. We use the
following result due to Rippon and Stallard.
THEOREM4.10. [73, part of Theorem 1.9] Let f be a transcendental entire
function and let R > 0 be such that M(r) > r for r ~ R. Then AR(f) is a
spider's web if either of the following holds:
(a) f has a multiply connected Fatou component;
(b) f has very small growth; that is, there exist m ~ 2 and ro > 0 such that
logr
log log M(r) < I m ,for r > ro,og r
where logm denotes the mth iterated logarithm function.
It is immediate from Theorem 4.10(a) that AR(f) is a spider's web
for the functions inExamples 4.7 and 4.9. To show that AR(f) is also a
spider's web for the function in Example 4.8, let r ~ 1 and let N EN
be such that 2N-1 ~ r < 2N. Then since M(r) = f(r), we have
00
10gM(r) = 2 L.log (1 + ;n)
n=l
N 00
= 2 L. log (1 + 2:) + 2 L. log (1 + 2:)
n=l n=N+l
N 2N 00 2N
< 2 L.log 2n-1 +2 L. 2n
n=l n=N+l
< 2N210g2 + 2.
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Now N :::;1+ :~:;, so for sufficiently large r there exists C > 0 such
that
10gM(r) < C(logr)2.
However, this means that
log log M(r) c,loglogr---"'---"'---- < < ---
log r log r log log r
for some C' > 0 and for sufficiently large r. The fact that AR(f) is a
spider's web now follows from Theorem 4.10(b) with m = 2.
For our final example in this section, we exhibit a transcendental
entire function which is not strongly polynomial-like, but for which
K(f) is totally disconnected.
EXAMPLE4.11. Let f be the function
f(z) = z+ 1 + e-z,
first investigated by Fatou [37]. Then K(f) is totally disconnected.
Proof Fatou [37, Example 1] demonstrated that F(f) is a completely
invariant Baker domain in which fn(z) -r 00 as n -r 00. As stated in
[72, Example 3], it can be shown using a result of Baranski [11, Theo-
rem C), together with the fact that f is the lift of 9(w) = (1/ e)we-W
under w = e-z, that:
• J (f) consists of uncountably many disjoint simple curves, each
with one finite endpoint and the other endpoint at 00, and
• I(f) n Hf) consists of the open curves and some of their finite
endpoints.
/1
Thus all points in F(f) and all points on the curves to infinity in J( f),
together with some of their finite endpoints, lie in the escaping set
I(f). It follows that K(f) is a subset of the finite endpoints of the curves
to infinity in J(f). Thus, if the set of finite endpoints of these curves is
totally disconnected, then K{f) is totally disconnected.
Now it follows from [13, Theorem 1.5] that J(f) is a Cantor bou-
quet, in the sense of being ambiently homeomorphic to a subset of
K( f) totally
disconnected:
f not strongly
polynomial-like
The technique of
quasiconformal
surgery
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JRZ known as a straight brush (we refer to [1, 13] for a detailed dis-
cussion of these ideas). Now Mayer [51, Theorem 3] has shown that,
if h(z) = i\ez, 0< i\ < lie, the set of finite endpoints of J(h) is totally
disconnected. Since J(h) is also is a Cantor bouquet, it is ambiently
homeomorphic to J(f). We conclude that the set of finite endpoints of
J (f) is totally disconnected, and this completes the proof. 0
4.5 A NON-TRIVIAL COMPONENT OF K(f) WITH EMPTY INTE-
RIOR
In this final section of the present chapter, we use quasiconformal
surgery to construct a transcendental entire function for which K(f)
has a component with no interior that is not a singleton. A brief intro-
duction to quasiconformal mappings and the idea of quasiconformal
surgery is given in Section 2.3.
We obtain a transcendental entire function with the desired dynam-
ical behaviour by modifying a construction of Bergweiler [17], which
is itself based on an approach used by Kisaka and Shishikura in [47]
(for which see also Example 4.9). The main theorem used in these
results, which yields the required entire function from quasiregular
mappings constructed to have similar dynamical behaviour, is stated
in Section 2.3 (Theorem 2.1O).
We will also need the following lemma. Here, log denotes the prin-
cipal branch of the logarithm.
LEMMA4.12. [47, Lemma 6.2] Let k E IN, 0 < r i < rz. and for j = 1,2,
let cPj be analytic on a neighbourhood of {z : Iz I = r j} and such that
cPj Ilzl=rj goes round the origin k times. If
and
I
d ( cPj(Z))1z dz log~ :::;61, j = 1,2,
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hold for every y E (-7t, 7t] and for some positive constants 60 and 61
satisfying 1 (60 )C = 1 - - + 61k log( T21Tl ) > 0,
then there exists a K-quasiregular mapping
H : {z : Tl ~ lz] ~ T2}--+ C \ {O}
with K ~ f /C, such that H has no critical points and
H = ¢j on {z : lz] = Tj}, j = 1,2.
We now give the details of the construction of a transcendental
entire function with the desired property.
EXAMPLE 4.13. There exists a .transcendental entire function f such
that K(f) has a component which has empty interior but which is not
a singleton.
Proof We first define a quasiregular mapping 9 and then obtain the
required entire function f using Theorem 2.10.
In Bergweiler's construction [17], sequences (un) and (Rn) are cho-
sen so that z t-+ unzn+ 1 maps ann(Rn, Rn+ 1) onto ann(Rn+ 1, Rn+2),
where
annlrj , T2) := [z E c: Tl < Izl< T2}, T2> Tl > O.
The mapping 9 is then defined by g(z) = unzn+ 1 on a large suban-
nulus of ann(Rn, Rn+1) for each n E N, and by interpolation using
[47, Lemma 6.3] (see also [17, Lemma 2]) in the annuli containing
the circles {z : Izl= Rn} that lie between these subannuli. We modify
Bergweiler's construction only on a disc surrounding the origin.
First we define the boundaries of the various annuli we will need.
Here we follow Bergweiler precisely but we give the details for con-
venience. Set Ro= 1. Choose R1 > Ro and put
Rn+l
R 1'- nn+ .-~
n-l
Details of
Bergweiler's
construction
Properties of the
ouasiregular
mapping 9
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for n E IN. With y = log R1 we then have
Rn+1 Rn Rllog -- = n log -- = ... = n!log _" = vnl,
Rn Rn-l Rc
Now define sequences (Pn), (Qn), (Sn) and (Tn) by
r, s., Rn Qn J Rn+l r::=t
log Sn = log Rn = log Qn = log Pn = log ~ = vynL (4.12)
Setting R1 > e gives y > 1 and so
We also have
I Pn+1 Qn+1 Rn+1 Rn+1 s, r,og-- = -log-- -log-- +log-- -log- -log-
Tn Pn+1 Qn+1 Rn Rn s,
= -2Jy(n+ 1)! +yn! -2yYTi! > 0,
provided R1 and hence y is sufficiently large. It follows that
for all nE IN.
Now, again following Bergweiler, define sequences (un) and (bn)
as follows:
Rn+1 1
Un:= Rn+1 =~,
n n-1
and
b .__ (n+l)2 (n+l)nn·- 2 Un·" n+ n
We will show that there is a quasiregular mapping 9 ;~C-+ C with
the following properties:
(i) g(z) = z2 -2 for lz] ~ Sl;
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(iv) 9 is Kn -quasiregular in En for n ~ 1, where
Our mapping 9 differs from the quasiregular mapping constructed
by Bergweiler in [17] only in the disc {z : [z] ~ P2}. Bergweiler's
mapping was set equal to z2 throughout this disc (since Q1 = 1),
whereas our mapping is equal to z2 only in the closure of annf'Ij , P2)
and we have introduced the new function z2 - 2 in the smaller disc
[z : Izl~ 51}.Thus Bergweiler's proof that his mapping has the stated
properties applies without amendment to our mapping 9, but we
need to carry out an additional interpolation between the functions
z2 - 2 and z2 in order to define 9 in ann( 51, T1). We also need to check
that property (v) still holds for n= 1.
To define 9 in anntSj ,T1) we apply Lemma 4.12 with
Evidently k = 2 in Lemma 4.12, so (4.9) becomes
Now as y runs through the interval (-7T, 7T], the point z = 1 - 22e-2iy
51
traces out a small circle with centre 1 (note that 51 > eR1 > e2). Thus
for such z we have
2
[z] ~ 1+ 52
1
and
I I . -1 2 7Targz ~ Sin 52 ~ 52'
1 1
2
so log Izl< 2" and
51
[log z] < 4 n2 454 + 54 < 4'1 1 e
Defining 9 in
ann(Sll T1)
Checking that
property (v) holds
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4
It follows that (4.9) is satisfied with 00 = 4'
e
Moreover for j = 1, (4.10) becomes
I
d ( zZ - 2) I 4
z dz logzr = Izz -21'
so that (4.10) is satisfied with 6, = 44 2' For j = 2, (+10) is satisfiede -
for any 6, > O.
With these values of bo and 6" (4.11) gives
1( 4 4) 1C-1-- +-- >-- 2 e410g(TdS,) e4 - 2 2'
It follows that there exists a K-quasiregular mapping
H: {z: S, ~ lz] ~ Td -+ C \ {O}
with K ~ 2, such that H has no critical points, H(z) = z2 - 2 on
{z: Izl= S,} and H(z) = zZ on [z : [z] = Ti}, Thus, putting g(z) = H(z)
in ann( S, , T, ) we see that (iv) holds for all z EEl, since our definition
of 9 coincides with Bergweiler's on ann(Pz, Qz).
Next, we check that (v) still holds for z E anntSj ,Qz).Since our
quasiregular mapping 9 agrees with Bergweiler's on {z : Izl = Qz},
his argument that Ig(z)1 ~ Q3 for z E ann(S" Qz) (which uses the
maximum principle) continues to hold. It therefore remains to show
that, for such z, we have Ig(z)1~ Sz.
Now 9 has no zeros in anntS: Qz) so if z E ann(S" Qz) we have
by the minimum principle. Moreover, since R, = eY it follows that
S, = R, ev"Y = eY+v"Y by (4.12), and therefore
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for z E anntSj , Q2). Now
so that S2 = R1 eY+v'ZY = e2y+v'ZY. It follows that we can ensure that
Ig(z)1 > S2 for z E ann(Sl, Q2) by choosing y sufficiently large, and
(v) will then still hold.
Our mapping 9 and the sets Ej, j E IN, therefore meet the con-
ditions of Theorem 2.10, and we conclude that there exists a Koo-
quasiconformal mapping <p: C -+ C such that f = <p0 9 0 <p- 1 is an
entire function. Now it follows from (v) that gn(z) -+ 00 as n -+ 00
for z E ann( S1,Q2). However, inside the disc {z : [z] ~ Sd the iterates
of 9 are the iterates of z2 - 2. In particular, the interval [-2,2] is in-
variant under iteration by 9 and contains the critical point 0, whilst
for all z E {z : Izl ~ Sl} \ [-2,2] there must be some N E IN such that
IgN(z)I>Sl'
It follows that <p(ann(Sl, Q2)) lies in a multiply connected compo-
nent U of f( f), whilst <P( [-2, 2]) is an invariant Jordan arc which is
a subset of a component K of K(f) containing a critical point. Now
suppose that K contains some point w €f. <P([-2, 2]).Then there ex-
ists N E IN such that fN (w) lies outside the image under <pof the
disc {z : lz] ~ Sl}. However, as fN (K) is connected, this means that
fN (K) meets U, which is a contradiction since U c I(f) by Lemma 2.7.
Thus K is a component of K(f) with empty interior. This completes
the proof. 0
REMARKS. 1. It follows from Theorem 1.2{C) that every neighbour-
hood of K contains a multiply connected Fatou component that
surrounds K, and that K is a buried component ofjlf]. Since f is
strongly polynomial-like, there are at most countably many com-
ponents of K(f) with empty interior that are not singletons by
Corollary l;12{a).
2. As we have modified Bergweiler's construction only inside the disc
{z : lz] ~ P2}, the conclusions of [17] still hold, and f has both
simply and multiply connected wandering domains.
//
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SPIDERS' WEBS AND LOCALLY CONNECTED
JULIA SETS
In this chapter, we give the proofs of our results on the links between
the spider's web form of the Julia set observed for certain transcen-
dental entire functions and the local connectedness of the Julia set.
Our main resultis that, if J(f) is locally connected for a transcenden-
tal entire function f, then Hf) is a spider's web (Theorem 1.15). In the
opposite direction, we show that, if H f) is a spider's web, then there
is a dense subset of buried points at which J(f) is locally connected
(Theorem 1.17).
Section 5.1 is devoted to some preliminaries. Then, in Section 5.2,
we prove Theorem 1.15 and related results, whilst in Section 5.3 we
prove Theorems 1.17 and 1.18. In Section 5+ we give some results on
the residual Julia set Jr(f), including the fact that there are classes of
functions for which Jr(f) is itself a spider's web. Firially, in Section
5.5, we give a number of examples to illustrate the results of previous
sections. We show that the Julia set of the function sinz is a spider's
web, and give some new examples of transcendental entire functions
for which the Julia set is locally connected.
5.1 PRELIMINARIES
In this brief section we recall the definition of local connectedness
and state some results we will use in subsequent sections.
A Hausdorff space X is locally, connected at the point x E X if x
has arbitrarily, small connected (but not necessarily open) neighbour-
hoods in X. If this is true for every x E X, then we say that X is locally
connected (see, for example, Milnor [56, p. 182]).
Ii
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We will need the following topological results due to Whyburn.
Here a plane continuum is a compact, connected set lying in the plane
or on the Riemann sphere.
LEMMA 5.1. [88, Ch.VI, (4.4)1 A plane continuum is locally connected if
and only if
(a) the boundary of each of its complementary components is locally con-
nected, and
(b) for each e > 0, at most finitely many of these complementary compo-
nents have spherical diameters greater than e.
LEMMA 5.2. [88, Ch.VI, (4.5)1 If a point p in a locally connected plane
continuum E is not on the boundary of any complementary component of
E, then for each e > 0, E contains a Jordan curve of spherical diameter less
than e surrounding p.
We also make use of the following results on the connectedness
properties of the Julia set of a transcendental entire function, due to
Kisaka and to Baker and Dominguez.
LEMMA 5.3. [44, Theorem 21 If f is a transcendental entire function such
that all components ofF(f) are bounded and simply connected, then Hf) is
connected.
LEMMA 5-4. [8, part of Theorem A1 If f is a transcendental entire function
such that J (f) is locally connected at one of its points, then J (f) is connected.
LEMMA 5.5. [8, Corollary 31Iff is a transcendental entirefunction and F(f)
has a completely invariant component, then J(f) is not locally connected at
any point.
5.2 PROOF OF THEOREM 1.15 AND RELATED RESULTS
We now prove the following result and show that this implies Theo-
rem 1.15.
Recall that, if U is a Fatou component such thatf-1 (U) c U, then
it follows that f(U) c U, and U is referred to as completely invariant. It
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is shown in [5] that, if f is a transcendental entire function, there can
be at most one such component.
THEOREM 5.6. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that:
(1) F(f) has no completely invariant component, and
(2) for each e > 0, at most finitely many components of F(f) have spherical
diameters greater than e.
Then F(f) has no unbounded components, and there is a sequence (Gk)kEN
of bounded, simply connected domains such that
• aGk c Hf),for k E IN and
COROLLARY 5.7. Let f be a transcendental entire function satisfying the
assumptions of Theorem 5.6, and assume further that F(f) has no multiply
connected components. Then J (f) is a spider's web.
Note that, if Hf) is locally connected, it follows from Lemmas 5.1
and 5.5 that the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 hold. Theorem 1.15 then
follows because J (f) is connected by Lemma 5-4.
We will need the following simple lemma, in which by a preimage
of a Fatou component U,we mean a component of f-n(U) for some
n E IN. This result is surely known, but we include a proof for com-
pleteness as we have been unable to locate a reference.
LEMMA 5.8. Let f be a transcendental entire function. Then every compo-
nent of F(f) which is not completely invariant has infinitely many distinct
preimages.
Proof Assume, for a contradiction, that U is a component of F(f)
which is not completely. invariant and has only finitely many distinct
preimages.
We first show U must be periodic. For suppose that U is non-
periodic, and let UI be any preimage of U. Then UI is a component
.; of f-n(U) for some nE IN, and since U is not periodic, there must be
Ii
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at least one component of f-1 (U') which is distinct from every com-
ponent of f- k (U) for k = 1, ... , n. As this is true for all components
of f-n(U) and for every n E IN,Umust have infinifely many distinct
preimages, which is against our assumption.
Thus U must belong to some cycle of period p > 1 in which no ele-
ment in the cycle has preimages outside the cycle. But then each of the
p distinct elements in the cycle is a completely invariant component
of F(fP), contradicting the fact that a transcendental entire function
can have at most one completely invariant Fatou component [5]. This
contradiction completes the proof. D
Proof of Theorem 5.6. We first suppose that F(f) has an unbounded
component V, and seek a contradiction.
Let R > 0 be so large that 8(0, R) n Hf) i= 0. Then we claim that
infinitely many preimages of V must meet 8(0, R).
To show this, note that V has infinitely many distinct unbounded
preimages, by Lemma 5.8. Thus, if only finitely many of these preim-
ages meet 8(0, R), there must be some preimage W of V that is not
periodic and does not meet 8(0, R). But since 8(0, R) n Hf) i= 0, it fol-
lows from the blowing up property of [If'] (Lemma 2.2(d» that there
exists N E IN such that fn(8(O, R)) meets W for all n ~ N. Thus we
may choose a strictly increasing sequence (n, )jEIN of integers greater
than N such that some component Xnj of f-nj (W) meets 8(0, R) for
all j E IN.
Now suppose that two such components coincide. Then there exist
k,l E IN with k > 1 (and thus nk > nd, and Xnk = Xnt =X, say, such
that
and
It then follows that fnk -nl (W) C W, so that W is periodic, contrary
to our assumption. This proves the claim.
Now since every point on the circle qo,R) lies at the same spheri-
cal distance from 00, the fact that infinitely many unbounded preim-
ages of V meet B(O,R) contradicts property (2) in the statement of
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Theorem 5.6. Thus it follows that there are no unbounded compo-
nents of F(f).
Now let r > 0, and let £ > ° be less than the spherical distance of
the circle C = qo, r) from 00 (see Figure 4). Let {Il, : j E IN}be the
collection of components of F( f) that meet C. This collection may be
empty, finite or countably infinite, but
(i) we have just proved that none of the Uj is unbounded, and
(ii) by property (2) in the statement of the theorem, at most finitely
many of the Uj have spherical diameters greater than e.
It follows that UjEN Uj must be bounded. If we now let
and put
G =int(D),
where 5 is the union of 0 and its bounded complementary compo-
nents, we then have that G is a bounded, simply connected domain
whose boundary oC;; lies in Hf).
-----r
£
1 C=qo,r)
Figure 4: Construction of the loops in J(f) in the proof of Theorem 5.6,
shown on the Riemann sphere.
Now choose r' > r such that G c B(O,r"), and let e' > ° be less
than the spherical distance of the circle C' = C(O,r/) from 00. Then we
may proceed exactly as above to obtain a bounded, simply connected
domain G' ~ Gwhose boundary oG' lies in Hf).
I)
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In this way, we may construct a sequence (Gk)kEN of bounded,
simply connected domains such that Gk+l :J Gk and aGk c Hf) for
each kEN, and UkEN Gk = C. This completes the proof. 0
Proof of Corollary 5.7. To prove that Hf) is a spider's web, it only re-
mains to show that J (f) is connected. But since there are no multiply
connected Fatou components, this is immediate from Lemma 5.3. 0
5.3 PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.17 AND 1.18
In this section we first prove Theorem 1.17,which says that if f is a
transcendental entire function such that Hf) is a spider's web, then
there exists a subset of J (f) which is dense in J (f) and consists of
points z with the property that any neighbourhood of z contains a
continuum in J (f) surrounding z and, furthermore, that each such
point z is a buried point of J (f) at which J (f) is locally connected. The
method of proof is similar to that adopted by Bergweiler [16] in his
alternative proof of a result due to Dominguez [28](compare also the
proof of Theorem 1.7in Section 3.6).
Proof of Theorem 1.17. Since Hf) is a spider's web, it follows from the
definition that we may choose a sequence (Gk)kEN of bounded, sim-
ply connected domains with disjoint boundaries oGk, and such that
• aGk c Hf), for kEN and
"
Now let G be any domain in the sequence (Gk)kEN that meets Hf),
and let z E GnHf) be such that z ~ E(f). Then, by Picard's theorem,
there are infinitely many preimages of z under f, and each of these
must lie in a component of f-1 (G). Note that a component of f-1 (G)
can in general be either bounded or unbounded, and can contain
more than one preimage of z under f.
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Figure 5: Construction of the domain V1 in the proof of Theorem 1.17.
Let wj be some preimage of z under f, and let W1 be the compo-
nent of f-1 (G) containing w: (see Figure 5). Then we can assume that
Wl is so large that there exists k E IN such that
It follows that w- lies in a bounded domain V, which is a component
of
Furthermore, V, n J(f) i 0 (because wi E J( f» and, since the bound-
aries of both Gk+z \ Gk and of W, lie in J(f), we also have ay, c J(f).
Now since Gk+3 is bounded, it can contain only finitely many
preimages of z and thus we may choose another preimage of z un-
der f, wz say, that lies outside Gk+3 and in some component Wz of
f-' (G). Proceeding as before, we find that, for some k' ? k + 3, the
point Wz lies in a bounded domain Vz which is a component of
We also have Vz n J(f) i 0, and avz c J(f). Note that Wz is not
necessarily distinct from W" but that, by construction, V, and vz
have disjoint closures.
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Continuing in the same way, we can evidently construct domains
Vi. V2,V3 with pairwise disjoint closures such that, for j = 1,2,3,
• VjnHf} =f 0; and
• ev, c Hf}.
Furthermore, it follows from [60, Theorem 3.3, p. 143] that we can
then choose bounded, simply connected, Jordan domains D" D2, D3
with pairwise disjoint closures such that Vj C Dj for j = 1,2,3.
Everything is now in place for us to apply Proposition 2.14, a corol-
lary of the Ahlfors five islands theorem (see Section 2.5). We there-
fore obtain f.L E {1,2,3}, n E N, and a domain U C Vf.!such that
fn : U -+ Du is conformal.
Now let <f>be the branch of the inverse function f-n which maps
Df.! onto U. Then <f>must have a fixed point Zo E U C Vf.!.Further-
more, by the Schwarz lemma, this fixed point must be attracting, and
because <f>(Df.!}= U where U is a compact subset of Df.!,we have that
<f>k(z}-+ Zo as k -+ 00, uniformly for z E Dw
Since Zois an attracting fixed point of <f>,it is a repelling fixed point
of fn and hence a repelling periodic point of f. Thus Zo lies in Hf}.
Now Zo= <f>k(Zo}E <f>k(Vf.!}for all kEN. Furthermore,
It follows that n <f>k(Vf.!)= {zo},
kEN
and hence that, for any neighbourhood N of Zo, there is some KEN
such that <f>K(Vf.!}C N. But aVf.!lies in Hf} and <f>is conformal, so we
have a<f>K(Vf.!)= <f>K(aVf.!}C Hf), and since a<f>K(Vf.!}surrounds Zo,
we have shown that an arbitrary neighbourhood N of Zo contains a
continuum in Hf) that surrounds ZOo
To show that points with this property are dense in Hf}, we use
the fact that Hf} is the closure of the backwards orbit O-(z} of any
point z E Hf) \ E(f}. Now we may always choose our domains Vj to
ensure that Zo ~ E(f). Therefore, since f is an open mapping and J(f}
is completely invariant, it follows .that each point z in the backwards
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orbit O-(zo) has the property that any neighbourhood of z contains
a continuum in H f) that surrounds z.
Now let z be a point with this property. Evidently, z does not lie
on the boundary of any component of F(f), and so is a buried point.
Let V be an open neighbourhood of z in the relative topology on Hf),
so that V = V' nHf) for some open neighbourhood V' of z in C. We
may assume without loss of generality that V'is a disc (by making V
smaller if necessary). Then it follows from the assumed property of z
that V' contains a continuum C in Hf) surrounding z,
Now let X = en Hf) (recall that C denotes the union of C and its
bounded complementary components). Since Hf) is a spider's web,
it is connected, and it follows that X is also connected. But C C V',
so X c V, and thus we have shown that any neighbourhood V of z
in the relative topology on J (f) contains a connected neighbourhood
of z, It then follows from the definition that J (f) is locally connected
at z, This completes the proof. 0
REMARKS. 1. If f is a transcendental entire function such that J (f) is
a spider's web and F(f) -=1= 0, then Theorem 1.17 shows that [tf'),
which is connected, contains both buried and non-buried points.
This answers a question about components of the Julia set asked
by Adam Epstein during a talk at the 18th International Confer-
ence on Difference Equations and Applications (Barcelona 2012).
A simple example where this occurs is the sine function (see Ex-
ample 5.13).
2. In Theorem 1.7, we showed that, if f is a transcendental entire
function, R > 0 is such that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R, and AR(f) is a
spider's web, then H f) has a dense subset of periodic buried points.
We remark that, using a similar method of proof, it is possible to
extend Theorem 1.17 to show that, if f is a transcendental entire
function such that H f) is a spider's web, then there exists a dense
subset of periodic buried points, at each of which H f) is locally
connected. We omit the details.
f)
Properties of locally
connected J ( f)
spider's webs
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Finally in this section we prove Theorem 1.18, which gives more
details about Hf) for a transcendental entire function f such that Hf)
is locally connected:
(a) Jr(f) =1= 0, and every neighbourhood of a point Z E Jr(f) contains
a Jordan curve in Hf) surrounding z;
(b) Hf) is a spider's web, and there exists a sequence (Gn)nEN of
bounded, simply connected domains having the properties in Def-
inition 1.1 with E = Hf), such that the loops (oGn)nEN are Jordan
curves.
Proof of Theorem 1.18. It is immediate from Theorems 1.15 and 1.17
that Hf) is a spider's web and that Jr(f) =1= 0. The rest of part (a)
follows from Lemma 5.2. For part (b), it remains to prove that the J(f)
spider's web contains a sequence of loops that are Jordan curves.
Let z be a buried point in Hf). Then, by part (a), there is a Jordan
curve C in Hf) surrounding z, Now let G = int(C), and let Yn be
the outer boundary component of fn (G). Then, by the blowing up
property of Hf),
dist(Yn,O) -t 00 as n -t 00.
Since Yn C fn(C), it follows that Yn is a Jordan curve in J(f).
Thus Gn = int(~) is a bounded Jordan domain for each n E IN.
Furthermore, oGn c Hf) for each n E lN, and we can choose a sub-
sequence (Gnk)kEN such that UkEN Gnk = C, and Gnk+1 :) Gnk for
k E IN. It follows that, by relabelling Gnk as Gk for k E lN, we obtain
a sequence of bounded Jordan domains (Gk)kEN with the required
properties, and this completes the proof. 0
5.4 THE RESIDUAL JULIA SET
.In this section, we give some new results on the residual Julia set Jr(f)
of a transcendental entire function f, and compare the results on Jr(f)
in Theorems 1.17 and 1.18 with those obtained by other authors.
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Recall that the residual Julia set h(f) of a mapping f is the set
of buried points, i.e. the set of points in J (f) that do not lie on the
boundary of any Fatou component.
First, we draw attention to a corollary of Theorem 4.2, a result due
to Rippon and Stallard that we used for a different purpose in Sec-
tion 4.2.
COROLLARY 5.9. Let f be a transcendental entire function with non-empty
residual Julia set Jr(f). Then either h(f) is connected, or else Jr(f) has
infinitely many components.
Proof. Since Jr(f) is completely invariant and dense in Hf), it is evi-
dent that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 hold with S = h(f). Case (2)
cannot occur since Jr(f) n f(f) = 0. 0
Next, we show that there are certain classes of functions for which
the residual Julia set is not only connected, but is in fact a spider's
web. Our result is expressed in terms of the fast escaping set A(f).
THEOREM 5.10. Let f be a transcendental entire function, let R > 0 be such
that M(r, f) > r for r ;;::R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web. Assume also
that A(f) c Hf). Then Jr(f) is a spider's web.
Proof Since A(f) n f(f) = 0, there are no multiply connected Fatou
components by [73, Theorem 4.4], so Hf) is a spider's web by Theo-
rem 2.8(a). Furthermore, no point on the boundary of a Fatou compo-
nent of f can lie in A( f) by Theorem 2.6(b). Thus
A(f) c h(f) c Hf) =A(f),
because Hf) = oA(f) by Theorem 2.S(C).Since A(f) is a spider's web
by [73, Theorem 1.4], it follows that Jr(f) is connected and indeed is
also a spider's web. 0
/1
An example of a class of functions for which Jr(f) is a spider's
web is Baker's construction [7] of transcendental entire functions of
arbitrarily small growth, for which every point in the Fatou set tends
to a superattracting fixed point at 0 under iteration (independently,
Boyd [23] arrived at a very similar construction). Clearly A(f) C Hf)
Jr(f) can be a
spider's web
Comparison with
results on Jr (f)
obtained by other
authors
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for such functions, and it follows from Theorem 4.10(b) that AR(f) is
a spider's web.
We remark that, when Jr(f) is a spider's web, we have the following
analogue of Theorem 1.17 (the proof is very similar and we omit it).
THEOREM5.11. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that Jr (f) is
a spider's web. Then there exists a subset ofh(f) which is dense in J(f) and
consists of points z with the property that every neighbourhood of z contains
a continuum in Jr (f) that surrounds z, At each such point, J r( f) is locally
connected.
Finally in this section, we compare our results on Jr(f) in Theorems
1.17 and 1.18 with those obtained by other authors.
Theorem 1.17 gives a sufficient condition for a transcendental entire
function to have Jr(f) =J 0, namely that J(f) is a spider's web. This
complements other sufficient conditions in the literature for Jr (f) to
be non-empty:
• Baker and Dominguez [9, Theorem 6] showed that Jr(f) =J 0 if
F(f) is not connected, there are no wandering domains, and all
periodic Fatou components are bounded;
• Dominguez and Fagella [29, Proposition 6.1] proved that, if all
Fatou components eventually iterate inside a closed set A ~ C
with non-empty interior and never leave again, then Jr(f) =J 0
provided the complement of A meets J(f).
Theorem 1.18 gives us, in particular, that h(f) =J 0 whenever f is
a transcendental entire function such that J (f) is locally connected.
For a general transcendental entire function, this result l\ppears to be
new. However, for transcendental entire functions in the class S, it is
implied by a result of Ng, Zheng and Choi [61, Theorem 2.1].
We remark that, for each of the examples given in Section 5.5 below,
it is immediate from our results that the residual Julia set is not empty.
This has already been proved explicitly for some of the functions or
classes of functions discussed - see, for example, [29, Corollary 6.5],
[58, Theorem 6] and [61, Proposition 7.1].
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5.5 EXAMPLES
In this section we give a number of examples which illustrate the
results of previous sections.
First, we consider transcendental entire functions for which the Ju-
lia set is a spider's web. We describe a large class of such functions,
based on the work of Rippon and Stallard in [73]. We also show that
the Julia set can be a spider's web for functions outside this class,
by proving that Hg) is a spider's web when g(z) = sin z, For each
of these functions, it follows from Theorem 1.17 that the Julia set is
locally connected at a dense subset of buried points.
In [73, Theorem 1.9], Rippon and Stallard gave many examples of
functions for which the set AR(f) is a spider's web. These examples
include functions with any of the following properties:
(a) very small growth,
(b) order less than t and regular growth,
(c) finite order, Fabry gaps and regular growth, or
(d) the pits effect (as defined by Littlewood and Offord) and
regular growth.
The terminology used here is defined and made precise in [73]
(some of the same terminology is also discussed in Section 4.3 in con-
nection with the proof of Theorem 1.14). Mihaljevic-Brandt and Peter
[55], and Sixsmith [S3], have given further classes of transcendental
entire functions for which AR(f) is a spider's web.
For each of these functions, it follows from Theorem 2.8(a) that
Hf) is a spider's web whenever f has no multiply connected Fatou
components. Note that the escaping set I(f) is also a spider's web for
these functions, by [73, Theorem 1.4].
Now a transcendental entire function such that AR(f) is a spider's
web can never belong to the class S or the class 13, by [73, Theo-
rem 1.S(a)]. However, Hf) can still be a spider's web in these circum-
stances, as we now show.
The function g(z) = sinz has been the subject of a number of stud-
ies [S, 2S, 30]. Inparticular, Dominguez proved in [2S] that J(g) is con-
Transcendental
entire functions for
which J( f) is a
spider's web
The Julia set of sin z
is a spider's web
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nected, and Baker and Dominguez showed in [8] that J (g) is locally
connected at the fixed point O. We now prove that J(g) is a spider's
web, and also show that neither the escaping set I(g) nor the residual
Julia set Jr(g) is a spider's web.
We will need the following result (see, for example, [26, Chapter 14,
Theorem 7.9]).
LEMMA5.12 (part of the Koebe Distortion Theorem). Let f beafunction
that is univalent on the unit disc with f(O) = 0 and f'(O) = 1. Then, if
lz] < 1,
If(z)1 ~ (1 ~~~1)2'
ExAMPLE5.13. Let g(z) = sin z, Then J(g) is a spider's web, but nei-
ther l(g) nor Jr(g) is a spider's web.
Proof We first recall some basic facts about the Fatou components
of 9 from [8, 28]. It is clear that 9 E S, and that the singular values
of 9 are the two critical values at ± 1. The fixed point 0 lies on the
boundary of two invariant, parabolic Fatou components, which are
reflections of one another in the imaginary axis, and in each of which
gn(z) -+ 0 as n -+ 00.
Label these components Do and D-1, where Do meets the positive
real axis and D _ 1 is its reflection in the imaginary axis. Then Do and
D-1 are bounded, and are the only two periodic Fatou components,
each containing the entire orbit of one of the critical values, Further-
more, every other Fatou component is a preimage of either Do or
D_1 under gm for some mEN, and the components of g-l (Do)
and g-1 (D-1) all have the form
Dn= [z-t-nzr : z E Do,n E ,z}.
We claim that the diameters of all of the components of F(g) are
uniformly bounded.
To prove the claim, we begin by using ideas from the proof of The-
orem F in [8]. There it is shown that, apart from the point 0, the
lemniscate Iz2 -11 = 1 lies in Do U D-1. If h is any branch of g-1, a
straightforward calculation therefore shows that Ih'(z)1 < 1 outside
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the lemniscate, and hence in any component of f(g) other than Do
and 0-1.
Now let U be any Fatou component of 9 other than a component of
g-l (Do) or g-l (0-1). Then there exists m ~ 1 and n f. 0,-1, such
that gm(u) = On. Furthermore, because the orbits of both critical
values lie entirely in the real interval [-1, 1], the branch <p of g-m
mapping On to U is univalent in some domain G containing On.
Now no component of g-k(On) for k E {1,... , m} meets Do U 0_],
since Do and 0-1 are invariant ..Therefore, since <p is a composition
of branches h of g-l, for each of which Ih'(z)1 < 1 outside Do U D_],
it follows that 1<P'(z)1< 1 throughout On.
Now, following ideas from the proof in [26, Theorem 7.16], let d
be such that 0 < 2d < dist(On, (}G), and cover the compact set On
by a finite collection ~ of open discs of radius d/8, each of which
meets On. Let B1,B2be two discs from this collection with non-empty
intersection, and let Zl E B1nOn and Z2 E B2nOn. Then we have
IZ1- z21< d/2, and B1UB2 c B(z]' d) c G.
Now the function
tl>(z)= <P(z, + dz) - <P(Zl )
. d<j>'(Zl)
is univalent in the unit disc, with tl>(0) = 0 and tl>'(0) = 1. Thus it
follows from Lemma 5.12 that
I
<P(z, + dz) - <P(z,) I ~ Izl
d<P'(z,) "" (1 -lzl)2
for Izl< 1. If we now put z = (Z2- z')/d; so that [z] < 1/2, and use
the fact that 1<P'(z)1< 1 throughout Dn, we obtain
Now let z,w be arbitrary points in On. Then there are points
z = Zl,Z2, ... ,Zk =w in On, with Zi E Bi E ~ for i = 1, ... , k,
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where each consecutive pair of discs has non-empty intersection. It
follows that
k-1
I¢(z) - ¢(w)1 ~ L. 1¢(Zj) - ¢(Zj+ 1)1~ 2(k -l)d < 2Kd,
j=l
where K is the total number of discs in ~. Thus the diameter of U is
at most 2Kd.
Furthermore, since the Fatou components On are congruent for all
nE 'Z.., n =f 0, -1, we can use the same value of d and congruent open
covers whatever the value of n, Since Do and 0-1 are bounded, this
completes the proof of the claim.
Now let p > 0, and let {Uj : j E IN}be the collection of components
of F(g) that meet the circle C(0, p). Then it follows from the claim just
proved that the set UjEN Uj is bounded. If we now let
x = C(O,p) U U u,
jEN
and put
G = int(X),
we then have that G is a bounded, simply connected domain whose
boundary oG lies in J(g).
We can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.6, and construct a
sequence (Gk)kEN of bounded, simply connected domains such that
Gk+ 1 :J Gk and oGk c Hg) for each k E IN, and UkEN Gk = C. Since
we know that Hg) is connected, it follows that Hg) is a spider's web.
Finally, we note that 9 maps the real line onto the interval [-1,1],
so that there are no points on the real line that escape to infinity
under iteration. Furthermore, all points on the real line are in the
Fatou set, except for the points {z = nzr : n E 'Z..}, which each lie on
the boundaries of two adjacent Fatou components. This shows that
neither 1(9) nor ],.(9) is a spider's web. 0
Recall that, by Theorem 1.17, the Julia set for g(z) = sinz is locally
connected at a dense subset of buried points. This adds to the result
of Baker and Dominguez [8] thatHg) is locally connected at the fixed
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point 0 and its preimages (which are not buried points). However,
it seems to be an open question whether- J (g) is everywhere locally
connected.
We now briefly review the conditions under which it is known that
a transcendental entire function has a locally connected Julia set and
give a number of examples from the literature of functions with this
property. We also use results from the literature to derive some fur-
ther examples. For the functions in each of these examples, it follows
from Theorem 1.18 that the Julia set is a spider's web containing a
sequence of lool's (aGk)kEN which are Jordan curves and which are
the boundaries of a sequence of bounded, simply connected domains
(GklkEN with the properties in Definition 1.1.
For rational maps, it has long been known that the local connected-
ness of the Julia set is related to the orbits of the critical points of the
map (its critical orbits). A rational map R is hyperbolic if the closure of
the union of its critical orbits is disjoint from HR) and, for such a map,
if HR) is connected then it is also locally connected. The related, but
weaker, concepts of subhyperbolic, semihyperbolic and geometrically
finite rational maps have also been investigated, and for these maps
too, if the Julia set is connected then it is locally connected. We refer
to [56, Chapter 19] and to [25, 53, 86].
Attempts to extend these ideas to transcendental entire functions
have had some success. For example, the following result is a version
of a theorem stated by Morosawa [58, Theorem 2].
LEMMA 5.14. Let f be a transcendental entire Junction in the class Sand
such that each component of F(f) contains at most finitely many critical
points. Assume Jurther that all cyclic components of F(f) are bounded. Then
J (f) is locally connected if the following two conditions hold:
(1) if (, E F( f) nsing( f-1 ), then (, is a critical value and is absorbed by an
attracting cycle;
(2) if t; E H f) nsing( f-1 ), then for any Fatou component D we have
U fn((,) n en = 0.
n~O
I}
Examples of
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REMARK.In [58, Theorem 2] it was assumed only that f is in the
class S, and the additional assumption in Lemma 5.14 that each com-
ponent of f( f) contains at most finitely many critical points was omit-
ted. The proof of [58, Theorem 2] requires the deduction that if the
closure of a bounded component of f( f) contains no asymptotic value
of f, then all the components of its preimages are bounded. The au-
thor is grateful to the referee of the paper [63] for pointing out that
this deduction requires a stronger hypothesis than that f is in the
class S, since a preimage could contain infinitely many critical points
(in which case it must be unbounded).
Using this result, Morosawa gave the following examples of tran-
scendental entire functions in the class S for which the Julia set is
locally connected (note that in each of these examples the function
has only one critical point):
• fA(z) = Azez, where A is such that fA has an attracting cycle
of period greater than one, and satisfies IIm(A)1~ eArg(A) [58,
Theorem 5].
• ga(z) = aea(z- (1 - a))eZ, where a > 1 [58, Theorem 7].
Indeed, Morosawa showed that J(ga) is homeomorphic to the Sier-
piflski curve continuum, Le. that it is a nowhere dense subset of C
which is closed, connected and locally connected, and has the prop-
erty that the boundaries of any two of its complementary components
are disjoint Jordan curves [89]. It is a characteristic of the Sierpinski
curve that it contains a homeomorphic copy of everyone-dimensional
plane continuum. This was explored by Garijo, [arque and Moreno
Rocha [38], who have made a detailed study of the function gal and
demonstrated the existence of indecomposable continua in its Julia
set.
We note that, whenever the Julia set of a transcendental entire func-
tion is homeomorphic to the Sierpiriski curve, it must necessarily also
be a spider's web by Theorem 1.15.
We now use Lemma 5.14 to give the following additional example
of a transcendental entire function in the class S for which the Julia
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set is locally connected. The example is based on work by Dominguez
and Fagella [29], though they did not discuss local connectedness.
EXAMPLE5.15. Let f'(z) = Xsin z, where A E C is chosen so that there
are two attracting cycles and is such that IRe(A)1~ l Then Hf) is
locally connected.
Proof. It is shown in [29, Proposition 6.3] that all the Fatou compo-
nents of f are bounded (note that each Fatou component contains at
most one critical point). Clearly f E S, and the singular values of fare
the two critical values ±A. By the choice of A,each critical value is ab-
sorbed by an attracting cycle and it follows that J(f) n sing(f-1) = 0.
Thus conditions (1) and (,2) in Lemma 5.14 hold. 0
Under certain conditions, the Julia set is also locally connected
for the class of semihyperbolic entire functions investigated by Berg-
weiler and Morosawa in [20].
A transcendental entire function f is semihyperbolic at a E J(f) if
there exist r > 0 and N E IN such that, for all n E IN and all compo-
nents U of f-n(B(a,r)), the function fnlu : U -+ B(a,r) is a proper
map of degree at most N.
Bergweiler and Morosawa's result on local connectedness is the
following.
LEMMA5.16 (Theorem 4 in [20]). Let f be entire. Assume that F(f) con-
sists of finitely many attracting basins. Suppose that if U is an immediate
attracting basin, then U is bounded, f is semihyperbolic on au, and there
exists N E IN such that for every n E IN and for every component V =1= U
off-n(u) \ U~:Jf-k(U) we have deg(fnlv: V -+ U) ~ N. Then Hf) is
locally connected.
Using this result, Bergweiler and Morosawa ~ave the following ex-
ample of a transcendental entire function with a locally connected
Julia set which is in the class 13but not in the class S, Le. the set
sing( f- 1) is bounded but infinite.
• There exists A such that, if n2 < a < A, and
I'
az
f(z) = 2 4 cos yZ,n - z
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then f has an attracting fixed point such that F( f) consists of
its basin, and the other conditions of Lemma 5.16 also hold [26,
Example 2].
We have now seen examples of functions in both S and in 13\ S
which have locally connected Julia sets. It is natural to ask for an
example of a transcendental entire function f for which AR(f) is a
spider's web (so that f is in neither S nor 13)and J(f) =f C is locally
connected. We end by using Lemma 5.16 to give such an example.
EXAMPLE5.17. Let f be in the class of transcendental entire functions
of arbitrarily small growth constructed by Baker in [7], for which
every point in the Fatou set tends to a superattracting fixed point at
o under iteration. Let R > 0 be such that M(T, f) > T for T ~ R. Then
AR(f) is a spider's web and J(f) is locally connected.
Proof It follows from Theorem 4.10 that AR(f) is a spider's web. Fur-
thermore, it is shown in [7] that
(i) each component of F(f) is bounded,
(ii) fn(z) -+ 0 as n -+ 00, for each z E F(f),
(iii) f has no finite asymptotic values, and
(iv) each of the critical points of f, other than 0, lies in the escaping
set I(f).
Let P( f) be the postcritical set of f, that is
P(f) = {fn(l:') : ~ is a critical value of f, n ~ O}.
Then it can be shown using Baker's construction that, if Uo is the
immediate basin of the superattracting fixed point 0, there is a neigh-
bourhood G of Uo such that P( f) n G = {O},and moreover that if
U =f Uo is any other component of F(f), there is a neighbourhood G'
of U such that P(f) nG' = 0. We omit the details.
It follows in particular that
• f is semihyperbolic on auo, and
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• for each Fatou component U, there exists n E IN such that
fn(u) = Ue and fnlu : U -+ lie is univalent.
Since F(f) consists of a single attracting basin and lie is bounded, the
conditions of Lemma 5.16 are satisfied. It follows that Hf) is locally
connected. 0
REMARK. An alternative approach to proving the local connectedness
of Hf) in Example 5.17 would be to use Lemma 5.1. It follows from
Theorem 1.6 that the boundary of every Fatou component of f is a
Jordan curve, and a distortion argument can be used to show that, for
each E > 0, at most finitely many Fatou components have spherical
diameters greater than E.
QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In this brief final chapter, we identify some possible directions for
future research based on the material presented in this thesis.
We begin with our results on the structure of spider's web fast
escaping sets (see Theorems 1.2 to 1.7 and Chapter 3). Together with
the earlier work of Rippon and Stallard described in Section 2.2, these
results reveal the rich dynamical structure of the set A(f)C for a tran-
scendental entire function f such that AR(f) is a spider's web. It is
known that if AR(f) is a spider's web, then so are A(f) and I(f), and
that if A(f) is a spider's web, then so is I(f) (see [73, Theorem 1.4] and
the remark which follows it). However, Rippon and Stallard [75, The-
orem 1.2] have recently given an example of a function f for which
I(f) is a spider's web but A(f) is not, answering a question posed in
[73]. The question whether A(f) can be a spider's web when AR(f) is
not a spider's web, also posed in [73], remains open. It is natural to
ask the following.
QUESTION6.1. What can we say about the dynamical structure of the
set I(f)C for a transcendental entire function f such that I(f) is a spi-
der's web? If it transpires that A(f) can be a spider's web when AR(f)
is not, we can similarly ask what can be said about the dynamical
structure of the set A(f)c for a transcendental entire function f such
that A(f) is a spider's web. In particular, are there results analogous
to any of Theorems 1.2 to 1.7 in these situations?
We remark that several of our proofs in Chapter 3 rely on the strong
mapping properties of the sequence of fundamental holes and loops
for AR(f) (Lemmas 3:1 and 3.3), so it is likely that any analogous
results under the conditions of Question 6.1 will be weaker. However,
the proof of Theorem 1.7 does not rely on these properties and we
make the following conjecture.
/)
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CONJECTURE6.2. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that
I(f) is a spider's web. Then I(f)C has singleton periodic components:
and such components are dense in J (f).
It is natural also to conjecture that the corresponding result for A(f)
holds.
We turn now to the results of Section 3-4 where we used a natural
partition of the plane, based on the sequence of fundamental holes
and loops for AR(f), to encode information about orbits of points
and hence of components of A(f)c. Lemma 3.7 gives the possible
mappings within the partition of the plane, and shows in particu-
lar that the mapping f(Bm) = Hm+ 1 (3.6) holds for infinitely many
values of m E IN. It is not clear under what conditions the alternative
mapping f(Bm) = Bm+ 1 (3.5) holds, and it seems plausible that this
will depend on the function f. We therefore ask the following.
QUESTION6.3. Let f be a transcendental entire function, let R > 0
be such that M(r, f) > r for r ~ R, and let AR(f) be a spider's web.
Under what conditions on the function f does (3.5) hold
(a) not at all,
(b) finitely many times, or
(c) infinitely often,
and what additional information does this yield about the orbits of
components of A(f)C? Using this information, is it possible to derive a
function for which the orbits of particular components of A(f) Cfollow
a specified itinerary?
This type of itinerary is new for transcendental entire functions so
there are likely to be other questions of interest concerning them.
Next, we consider our results on the connectedness properties of
the set of points K(f) where the iterates of a transcendental entire
function f are bounded (Theorems 1.8 to 1.14 and Chapter 4). The
strongest results were obtained where f is strongly polynomial-like
in the sense of Definition 1.9. In Theorem 1.10 we showed that, in this
case, K(f) is either connected or has uncountably many components.
At present, we know of no example of a strongly polynomial-like
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function for which K(f) is either connected or has an unbounded
component. Since K(f) is always unbounded, we ask the following
question.
QUESTION 6.4. (a) Can K(f) be connected if f is a transcendental en-
tire function which is strongly polynomial-like?
(b) If not, can a component of K(f) be unbounded?
It is noteworthy that strongly polynomial-like functions have some
properties in common with transcendental entire functions for which
AR(f) is a spider's web (compare Theorem 1.11 with Theorems 1.5
and 1.6). It seems plausible that other properties of components of
A(f)C with bounded orbits when AR(f) is a spider's web will also
apply to components of K(f) when f is strongly polynomial-like. By
analogy with Theorem 1.7 we ask:
QUESTION 6.5. Let f be a strongly polynomial-like transcendental en-
tire function. If K(f) is disconnected, are singleton periodic compo-
nents of K(f) dense in Hf)?
Recall that if AR(f) is a spider's web, then f is strongly polynomial-
like. However, the converse is not true, as can be seen by comparing
Theorem 1.14 with [75, Theorem 1.2]. Noting that I(f) is a spider's
web for the function constructed in [75, Theorem 1.2], we ask the
following.
QUESTION 6.6. Let f be a strongly polynomial-like transcendental en-
tire function. Under what conditions is it true that I(f) is a spider's
web? If, moreover, f has no multiply connected Fatou components,
under what conditions is Hf) a spider's web?
Finally, we consider our results on the link between the spider's
web form of J(f) and the property of local connectedness for tran-
scendental entire functions (Theorems 1.15 to 1.18 and Chapter 5). In
Theorem 1.17 we proved that, if Hf) is a spider's web, then there is a
dense subset of buried points at which J(f) is locally connected. It is
natural to ask whether or not J(f) is then necessarily locally connected
at all of its points.
Further research on
local connectedness
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QUESTION6.7. Let f be a transcendental entire function such that Hf)
is a spider's web. Can Hf) fail to be locally connected at any of its
points?
A related question is whether Hg) is everywhere locally connected
for the function g(z) = sinz (see Example 5.13). If it is not, this will
obviously settle Question 6.7.
The results in Theorems 1.15 to 1.18 concern the local connected-
ness of the Julia set of a transcendental entire function, but they sug-
gest that there may be a link between the spider's web form of other
dynamically important sets and the property of local connectedness.
We therefore ask the following,
QUESTION6.8. Is there a link between the spider's web form of the
set S and the property of local connectedness, where S is
AR(f) nHf), AR(f), A(f) nHf), A(f), I(f) nHf) or I(f).
Inparticular:
(a) If S is locally connected, is S a spider's web?
(b) If S is a spider's web, is there a dense subset of points at
which S is locally connected?
We remark that our proofs in Theorems 1.15 to 1.18 rely on the
'blowing up' property of the Julia set (Lemma 2.2(d», and it is there-
fore perhaps more likely that the answer to Question 6.8 will be pos-
itive for the sets AR(f) nHf), A(f) nHf) and I(f) nHf) than for the
sets AR(f),A(f) and I(f).
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